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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

Welcome Message 

Dear Colleagues, Dear Friends, 

Thanks to all the efforts from industrial partners, research centers and universities involved in 
the wind energy sector, wind turbine and its components design have reached a notable level 
of maturity, allowing the current leading role that wind energy has in the penetration of 
renewable energies in the power grids, tenders and market. 

The way ahead for further decrease in the cost of energy and increased profitability is through 
the consideration of the global interactions among all those components. This is where the 
systems engineering approach reveals to be indispensable, by allowing the integration of 
concurrent design and analysis processes and tools, as well as holistic multi-disciplinary 
operation of wind turbines and wind farms. 

Good examples of application of systems engineering are the optimized blade design from the 
aerodynamic and structural point of view, drivetrain optimized design or the integrated design 
of floating offshore wind turbine and substructure. The latter provides perfect proof of how 
technological boundaries can be challenged and extended by systems engineering. 

Another clear application is wind farm control. The European H2020 project CL-Windcon 
(Closed-Loop Wind Farm Control), now close to its end, is one of the greatest exponents in this 
field. It has devoted relevant efforts in multi-fidelity wind farm modelling, wind farm control 
design and validation by simulation, wind tunnel testing and field testing. Major contributions 
to the research and industry community are provided through open access publications and 
open research data. 

It is CENER’s great pleasure to welcome you to the 5th Workshop for Systems Engineering in 
Wind Energy (WESE’2019). In this edition, CENER hosts the workshop as a joint event with CL-
Windcon Final Conference by partnering with US National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL) and DTU Wind Energy. 

We hope that you take advantage of the diverse program around systems engineering and 
wind farm control, and that you follow exciting discussions in this atmosphere of technical 
exchange. 

All the very best, 

Mikel Iribas 
CL-Windcon Project Coordinator (CENER) 

Conference Organizing Committee 
Irene Eguinoa Mikel Iribas Katherine Dykes Garrett Barter 

CENER CENER DTU Wind Energy NREL 

Conference Chairs 
Jan Willem van Wingerden Carlo Bottasso Alessandro Croce Mario Garcia-Sanz 

TU Delft TUM Politecnico di Milano US DOE ARPA-E 

Frederik Zahle Michael McWilliam 
DTUWind Energy DTU Wind Energy 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

Wednesday, October 02nd, 2019 

8:15 am - 9:00 am Registration and Welcome 

9:30 am - 10:00 am 

Institutional Opening 

Introduction: CL-Windcon Project 
Mikel Iribas, CENER 

10:00 am - 10:45 am Keynote: Marta Perez Garcia 

10:45 am - 11:05 am Coffee Break 

Session I: Wind Power Plants in the 21st Century Electricity system 
Chairperson: Garret Barter, NREL 

Tifenn Brandily, BNEF 
Philipp Beiter, NREL 
Andrew PJ Stanley, Brigham Young University 

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm Lunch 

Session II: What is Wind Energy Systems Engineering? 
Chairpersons: Carlo Bottasso, TUM, and Alessandro Croce POLIMI 

Carlo Bottasso, TUM 
Ewan Machefaux, Vestas Wind Systems A/S 
Christopher Bay, NREL 

11:05 am - 12:15 pm 

1:15 pm - 2:25 pm 

Session III: Application of Wind Energy Systems Engineering in Practice 

2:25 pm - 3:55 pm 

Chairperson: Irene Eguinoa, CENER 

Javier Alonso, Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy 
Arantxa Esparza, NabraWind 
Sebastian Sanchez Perez-Moreno, Innogy 
Eugenio Guelbenzu, Acciona Energy 

3:55 pm - 4:15 pm Coffee Break / Posters session 

4:15 pm - 5:45 pm 

Session IV: Advanced Methods in Wind Energy Systems Engineering - Plant 
Controls (CL-Windcon) 
Chairperson: Jan-Willem van Wingerden, TU-Delft 

Ervin Bossanyi, DNV-GL 
Bart Doekemeijer, TU-Delft 
Carlo Bottasso, TUM 
Stefan Kern, GE 

Introduction 
CL-Windcon Project 
Mikel Iribas (CENER) 

Abstract: 
Presentation of the final results of CL-Windcon (Closed Loop Wind Farm Control) project. CL-
Windcon is funded by the Framework Programme for Research and Innovation Horizon 2020 
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of the European Union (agreement nº 727477) and will last until October 2019, being this 
event its Final Conference. This project coordinated by CENER (National Renewable Energy 
Center of Spain), proposes a new way of approaching the design and operation of a wind farm, 
based on the wind farm closed loop control paradigm. The challenge is to achieve an increase 
in energy production and efficiency, while reducing its uncertainty and the cost of energy, for 
both existing and new wind farms. CL-Windcon brings new innovative solutions based on wind 
farm multi-fidelity dynamic modelling, and open- and closed-loop advanced control 
algorithms, which will enable the entire wind farm to be treated as a single integrated real-
time optimization problem. More information can be found in http://www.clwindcon.eu/ 

Biography: 
Coordinator of CL-Windcon H2020 project, Mikel is Head of R&D of Wind Energy Department 
at CENER (Spain). Master on “Control Systems and Industrial Engineer” at Universidad Pública 
de Navarra, he held the leadership of Control Area at CENER for 12 years. He is author of 
several patents in the field of wind turbine system identification. He has also been Associate 
Professor at Universidad Pública de Navarra, at the Automatic Control department, and invited 
as lecturer for several Master and PhD programs at EU level. Throughout his career, he has 
participated in numerous customer-oriented, and national and EU-funded R&D projects. 

Keynote 
Spanish experience. Renewable energy integration in Ancillary Services 
Marta Pérez García (REE) 

Abstract: 
Wind energy has been one on the major sources of electrical energy in the Spanish peninsular 
system for almost a decade. In 2013, it was even the technology with the highest energy 
produced and it has consistently provided since then around 20% of the electrical energy in 
this system. 

In order to securely integrate such high levels of renewable energy sources (RES) in the 
Spanish electric system and even higher future levels, regulatory changes were introduced in 
2014. These have adapted the regulatory framework in order to delete as much as possible 
the distinctions between renewable energy resources and conventional generation. The two 
main changes have been the possibility of participation of variable RES in the balancing 
markets such as the tertiary reserve market and the introduction of market-based downward 
redispatching for solving congestions on either the TSO or the DSO’s network. 

An important issue on the provision of ancillary services with RES generation which has raised 
recently some debate in Europe is the crucial coordination between the participation on 
balancing markets of units that may be affected by congestion management. This issue, while 
not new at all, since conventional generators may as well be subject to congestion 
management limits in the transmission network, requires further development when applying 
to a larger number of renewable generators or these generators are connected to distribution 
grids. The issue of congestion management for TSO connected and distributed flexibilities has 
been coordinated by the Control Centre for Renewables (CECRE) in Spain since its 
commissioning in 2007, but a new degree of coordination needs have recently been 
introduced once these resources participate also in the ancillary services markets. 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

Biography: 
Marta Pérez obtained her Industrial Engineering degree in 2004 from ICAI-Comillas University 
in Madrid. Since then she has been working for Red Eléctrica de España (REE) in the Control 
Centre Department (CECOEL) supporting the day to day real time work of the Dispatch Centre 
as well as working actively for the Control Center of Renewable Energy Sources (CECRE) to 
maximize the integration of renewable generation in the Spanish System keeping always the 
security of the system. 

Session I: Wind Power Plants in the 21st Century Electricity System 
Session Chair: Garret Barter (NREL) 

LCOE: update of recent trends (general and offshore) 
Tifenn Brandily (BNEF) 

Abstract: 
Solar power and onshore wind are now the cheapest source of new bulk electricity generation 
for two-thirds of global population, according to BloombergNEF. Competitive tenders, 
economies of scale and innovation keep pushing cost declines and industry consolidation. With 
onshore and offshore wind becoming key components of future power systems, the industry 
will need to look beyond the cost of generation and tackle the challenges of integration and 
value. This presentation draws on BloomergNEF’s quarterly energy economics research to put 
the latest global onshore and offshore wind levelized cost into perspective. It will highlight the 
key technology and market trends that brought us here and discuss what might shape the 
wind industry in the future. 

Biography: 
Tifenn Brandily is an analyst at BloombergNEF based in London. He is part of BNEF’s energy 
economics team and specializes in power generation and storage technology costs as well as 
asset valuation. Tifenn manages BNEF’s levelized cost of electricity analysis, a bi-annual 
assessment of power costs involving more than twenty analysts globally. He is also responsible 
for delivering the economic analysis underpinning BNEF’s New Energy Outlook, a long-term 
forecast for the power sector. His main areas of coverage include the economics of wind, solar, 
battery storage and gas peaking plants. Tifenn has a background in mechanical engineering 
and also holds an MSc. 

LCOE Alternatives: System Value and Other Profitability Metrics (capacity value, time varying 
revenue, etc.) 
Philipp Beiter (NREL) 

Abstract: 
The Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) is a widely used metric in the comparative assessment of 
electric generating assets and in wind energy systems optimization. The metric reflects the 
ratio of the annualized investment and operating costs and the average electricity yield during 
the evaluation period of a generation asset. It does not however, capture the location and 
time dependent monetary value of the generated energy and other services (e.g., capacity, 
operating reserves, reliability services) to the power system. Consideration of metrics that 
encompass the various system values of a technology, can have important consequences for 
wind energy systems optimization and design trade-offs. This presentation compares several 
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alternative competitiveness metrics, illustrates their relevance for wind energy systems 
engineering, and discusses challenges in the use of these metrics. 

Biography: 
Philipp Beiter is an Energy Analysis Consultant for the U.S. Department of Energy's National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). His areas of expertise include financial modeling and 
economic analysis of offshore wind systems, electricity market design, and data analysis. He 
has advised government agencies and the private sector on cost, market, and valuation trends 
of the emerging U.S. offshore wind industry. Prior to joining NREL, Mr. Beiter worked at the 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and at the World Bank. He 
holds a Master's degree (M.P.A.) in Energy Management and Policy from Columbia University 
and the London School of Economics. Mr. Beiter has (co-)authored over 30 publications and 
journal articles. 

Variance Reduction in Wind Farm Layout Optimization 
Andrew PJ Stanley (Brigham Young University) 

Abstract: 
Wind is inherently a stochastic resource. Most wind farm optimization seeks to maximize some 
measure of the mean power production, while ignoring other statistics. In wind farm layout 
optimization, we have found that in addition to optimizing wind farms for high mean power, 
we can minimize the power variance with respect to the wind direction with no sacrifice to the 
mean power. The wind farm layout function space is unique in that there are many local 
solutions that are very similar in their mean power production. We exploit this multimodality, 
and find one of the solutions that results in high mean power production as well as low 
variance. For the cases we considered, we have been able to reduce the variance of an 
optimized wind farm by an average of 5-15%, while maintaining the optimal mean power. 

Biography: 
PJ Stanley is a 4th year PhD Candidate at Brigham Young University. His research focuses on 
wind farm optimization, including heterogeneous turbine design in a wind farm, variable 
reduction of the wind farm layout problem, and new statistics and constraints in wind farm 
optimization. He spent a summer as a visiting researcher at the National Wind Technology 
Center at the beginning of his graduate studies, and has continued to collaborate with the 
researchers there in the years since. PJ received his BS from BYU in 2016. 

Session II: What is Wind Energy Systems Engineering? 
Session Chairs: Carlo Bottasso (TUM), Alessandro Croce (POLIMI) 

Origins of Systems Engineering and MDAO for wind energy applications (wind turbine 
design) 
Carlo Bottasso (TUM) 

Abstract: 
The design of wind turbines is a highly multi-disciplinary endeavor with strong couplings 
among aerodynamics (and hydrodynamics in the offshore case), structures, controls and on-
board systems. Similarly, the design of wind farms involves several different coupled aspects, 
from the wind flow over complex terrain and vegetation, to logistics, building regulations, 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

impacts on the population and the environment and many others. Taking an even broader 
perspective, wind power plants do not work in isolation, but are part of the overall energy 
system. This is the classical situation of a system of systems, with strong internal and external 
multi-disciplinary couplings. The design of such systems is extremely challenging, and always 
involves the analysis of trade-offs and the satisfaction of constraints. This presentation will 
review the introduction in the wind energy field of systems engineering and MDAO and the 
progress achieved so far, with a specific focus on the design of wind turbines. 

Biography: 
Carlo L. Bottasso received a Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering from Politecnico di Milano in Italy. 
Dr. Bottasso holds the Chair of Wind Energy at the Technical University of Munich, Germany, 
where he directs the Wind Energy Institute, and he currently serves as President of the 
European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE). His research interests are in wind energy and 
rotorcraft technology, with particular reference to modeling and simulation, 
aeroservoelasticity and control. On these topics he has co-authored over 400 publications, 
including over 130 peer-reviewed journal papers. 

Expansion of Systems Engineering in wind energy to plant design applications 
Ewan Machefaux (Vestas Wind Systems A/S) 

Abstract: 
Wind energy is a growing and global market. The competitiveness of wind will continue to 
improve with market specific reduction between 23 % and 36 % expected by 2020 – 2030. 

Following this rapid LCOE reduction trend, plants will become increasingly more complex to 
design with new renewables assets such as solar panels and batteries, more complex wind 
assets (advanced control operations, adaptive control, design envelop extensions), new plant 
level operational strategy (intermittent plant control, ancillary services, lifetime extension) … 
Model based system engineering is essential to achieve LCOE reduction targets through 
technical and financial optimization of renewable plants, in its ability to model and optimize 
complex systems with multiple design variables, objectives and constraints. 

Vestas has been developing over the last years a multi fidelity simulation environment 
platform. This computing platform integrates key components of a power plant into a model-
based system engineering approach allowing modeling and validation across scales, leveraging 
on high performance computing, surrogate modeling, probabilistic design and advanced data 
analytics. 

The key focus and challenge of MDAO plant design applications is to provide optimal technical 
and business solutions while remaining of practical relevance. 

Biography: 
Ewan have been working in the field of wind energy for 10 years. He holds a Master Degree in 
Wind Energy from the Technical University of Denmark, a PhD Degree in experimental and 
numerical analysis of wind farm flow fields from DTU Wind Energy Risø Campus. Following his 
PhD, he became a Post-Doctoral researcher in Wind Farm control and Optimization in the 
Aeroelastic design department of DTU Wind Energy. 

He joined Vestas Wind Systems A/S 4 years ago as a Specialist in Wind power plant flow 
modeling at the Plant Siting and Forecasting department and recently extended his area of 
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interest to Plant simulation and optimization using model-based system engineering at the 
Plant Hybrid modeling & Analytics department. 

Re-thinking plant operation and control - maximizing profitability over the plant lifetime 
Christopher Bay (NREL) 

Abstract: 
As installed capacity of wind generation continues to grow, wind farm manufacturers and 
operators are increasingly looking for ways to maximize their profitability while increasing the 
competitiveness of their respective services. An area of opportunity for improvement of wind 
plant operation exists in controls. However, to effectively leverage controls in the design of 
wind plants, computationally efficient and accurate models are needed. With such models, 
new control strategies and optimizations can be explored and evaluated at scale. 

One promising control strategy is wake steering, or the method of adjusting a turbine’s 
operation to deflect its wake away from downstream turbines. This has been shown in 
simulation, and more recently the field, to give an overall increase in a plants power 
production. 

This talk will focus on how wake steering can be used in the design of a wind farm. We use a 
new and improved version of FLORIS to demonstrate layout optimization with all the relevant 
wake steering physics captured in a controls-oriented model. Additionally, work on 
incorporating loads into FLORIS to obtain better wind farm layouts without sacrificing AEP will 
be discussed. 

Biography: 
Christopher Bay is a research engineer at the National Wind Technology Center (NWTC) within 
the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL). Christopher’s background includes controls, 
building energy systems, and wind farm control. His studies focused in Mechanical 
Engineering, receiving his B.S. and M.S. from the University of Colorado Boulder, followed by 
his PhD at Texas A&M University. Christopher is currently focusing on distributed wind farm 
controls, integration of wind control systems with the grid, and co-design of wind plants 
bringing controls into the systems engineering process. 

Session III: Application of Wind Energy Systems Engineering in Practice 
Session Chair: Irene Eguinoa (CENER) 

Vortex induced vibrations in high soft steel tubular towers 
Javier Alonso (Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy) 

Abstract: 
When facing the design of considerably soft Wind Turbine towers (high and flexible steel 
tubular towers) the unusual low frequencies of the whole structure result in several additional 
dynamic and control issues. 

One of them, where this study focuses, is the effect of Vortex Induced Vibrations caused by the 
wind over the tower of a completely installed Wind Turbine Generator in standstill or idling 
condition. When the tower behavior, in terms of dynamic performance, is such that the tower 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

frequencies are significantly low, the 2nd eigenmode is susceptible to be excited up to critical 
levels. 

The analysis of these critical wind speeds, Wind Turbine Tower movements and consequent 
loads are calculated for a specific real case. Moreover, the importance of certain parameters of 
the structure is identified in the analysis. 

Based on such real case, the implementation of Vortex Generators has been evaluated and its 
effects measured for the correlation of simulation methods that will allow anticipate the 
behavior during tower design phases. 

Biography: 
Javier Alonso is a MSc Engineer specialized in support structures for wind turbines with more 
than 15 years of experience. His area of expertise is the design and calculation of towers and 
foundations and has been working in new developments of concepts and technologies to 
reduce costs and improve performance. 

XXL Wind Turbine Challenges 
Arantxa Esparza (Nabrawind Technologies) 

Abstract: 
For several years, the wind energy industry trend walks towards the development and 
installation of bigger wind turbines; higher hub heights, larger rotors and greater power, the so 
called XXL turbines. Associated with these XXL wind-turbines are many barriers that constrain 
their development and to which the wind industry should face; expensive, complicated 
logistics, very high assembly cost, expensive cost of energy. In this scenario, developments 
such as Nabrawind and Nabrajoint try to respond to the main challenges of XXL turbines 

Biography: 
Arantxa Esparza Zabalza is Project Manager in NABRAWIND TECHNOLOGIES, company 
dedicated to the development of advanced technologies for wind turbine components. During 
last year she has been devoted to coordinate the construction of the first Nabralift 
prototype (160 m height). She has 17 years of experience in the wind industry, as part of 
Gamesa and Acciona Windpower Engineering Department teams. She works as assistant 
professor at the Wind Energy MSc in the School of Engineering of the Public University of 
Navarra since 2006. 

Breaking the ice for the MDAO ship 
Sebastian Sanchez Perez-Moreno (Innogy) 

Abstract: 
Established wind farm development companies have had, for historical reasons, siloed 
geographically-dispersed mono-disciplinary design teams. This compartmentalization is known 
to hamper efficient collaboration, system optimisation and design automation. This talk will 
focus on the technical, organisational and cultural obstacles for introducing automated, 
collaborative and holistic wind farm design, as well as the key measures that help mitigate 
those obstacles and support the application of Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and 
Optimisation (MDAO) techniques. This story paints a before and after picture of the wind farm 
design process, fuelled by personal experience at a major player in renewable energy. 
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Biography: 
Physicist at heart and passionate computer scientist, Sebastian Sanchez spent the last four 
years at the Delft University of Technology researching the application of Multidisciplinary 
Design Analysis and Optimization (MDAO) for wind farm design. This research led to the PhD 
dissertation “A guideline for selecting MDAO workflows with an application in offshore wind 
energy”. Since 2015, Sebastian has been an active member of the IEA Wind Task 37 for 
Systems Engineering, co-leading the design of the IEA37 reference offshore wind farm. The 
speaker is now employed as an analyst at innogy SE, tasked with the holistic and automated 
design, analysis and optimisation of offshore wind farms, well aware of the risk of becoming a 
jack of all trades, master of none. 

Hybrid Storage Systems in Renewable Energy Integration: Barasoain case study 
Eugenio Guelbenzu (Acciona Energy) 

Abstract: 
Acciona is convinced that the future of the energy will be based on Renewables and Storage, 
and based on this conviction, in 2010 they incorporated a BES (Battery Energy Storage) to a 
commercial PV Plant. In 2016 they repeated the experience, but this time the Hybrid BES was 
associated with Wind energy. 

This double experience, has allowed them to compare and verify the different dynamics 
between these two variable renewable energy sources and therefore their different Storage 
requirements. Today, they are presenting the Barasoain Hybrid Storage Project describing the 
structure, operation modes and implemented functionalities. 

Biography: 
Eugenio obtained his Bachelor Engineer in Power Electronics in 1973 from EPP Mondragon, in 
Spain. He also has an Engineering Degree in Control Engineering from “École supérieure 
d'électricité”, in Paris and a Master in Electric and Electronics at Paul Sabatier University in 
Toulouse. With more than 40 years of experience, he passed 21 years in Technological 
Research Center holding different positions from Digital Control System Design Engineer to 
Research Unit Director. Over the last 17 years, he has been working for Acciona Energía 
holding different positions from Solar PV and CSP Project Manager, Hydrogen, Electric Vehicle 
& Energy Storage Program Manager to Innovation & Technology Project Director. 

Session IV: Advanced Methods in Wind Energy Systems Engineering -
Plant Controls (CL-Windcon) 
Session Chair: Jan-Willem van Wingerden (TU-Delft) 

Wind farm controller design and testing using LongSim 
Ervin Bossanyi (DNV-GL) 

Abstract: 
LongSim is an engineering tool developed by DNV GL for wind farm analysis, both steady-state 
and dynamic, aimed at designing and testing of wind turbine and wind farm controllers. It is 
designed to run rapidly, to allow fast design iterations and long simulations. Turbine wakes are 
represented by a range of engineering models of wake deficits and added turbulence. The 
wakes are embedded into a realistic ambient flowfield which can be generated from site data. 
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This presentation explains how LongSim was used in the CL-Windcon project to design and test 
both wake steering and induction controllers for Sedini wind farm. The induction controller 
was then installed at Sedini, and field test results will also be presented. 

Biography: 
Ervin Bossanyi has a physics degree and a PhD in energy economics, and has been working on 
many aspects of wind energy in the academic, industrial and consultancy sectors since 1978. 

Main contributions include development of advanced control concepts for commercial wind 
turbines, including individual pitch control and LiDAR, original development of the variable slip 
generator, detailed simulation modelling including development of the widely-used Bladed 
code, grid integration of renewables, and turbulence modelling. He is a co-author of the 
widely-used Wind Energy Handbook (Wiley, now in second edition), and is now senior principal 
researcher in renewables at consultants DNV GL, with a current focus on wind farm modelling 
and control. He was awarded the 2014 Scientific Award by the European Academy of Wind 
Energy, and has an honorary visiting professorship at Bristol University. 

Towards closed-loop wind farm control under time-varying inflow conditions 
Bart Doekemeijer (TU-Delft) 

Abstract: 
Wake formation in wind farms (WFs) leads to notable losses in the energy yield of downstream 
turbines. This talk will give an introduction to the concept of closed-loop wind farm control to 
address the issue of wake formation. In this work, a WF controller is synthesized leveraging the 
popular surrogate wind farm model FLORIS, which is actively developed by NREL and TU-Delft. 

The novel controller proposed in this talk continuously estimates the inflow (supported by a 
theoretical notion of observability) and maximizes the energy yield of the farm through yaw-
based wake steering. The controller is tested in high-fidelity simulations of a virtual 6-turbine 
wind farm using SOWFA. The WF controller is stress-tested by subjecting it to strongly-time-
varying inflow conditions over 5000 s of simulation, in which the wind direction shifts several 
times over a region of 90 degrees. A time-averaged improvement in the energy yield of 1.3% is 
achieved compared to a baseline, greedy controller, with instantaneous energy gains of up to 
10% for wake-loss-heavy situations. Note that this is the first WF controller tested at such 
fidelity and with such a time-varying inflow. This solidifies the WF controller as perhaps one of 
the first realistic closed-loop control solutions for yaw-based wake steering. 

Biography: 
Bart Doekemeijer is a PhD candidate at the Delft University of Technology on the topic of 
closed-loop wind farm control, in the group of prof. Jan-Willem van Wingerden. Over the past 
3 years, Bart has taken a lead role in coordinating and executing the European CL-Windcon 
project, consisting of the development of the surrogate model FLORIS, devising static and 
dynamic wind farm control algorithms, extending high-fidelity tools for controller validation, 
and the controller design for the wake steering experiments at an onshore wind farm in 
Sardinia, Italy. In addition to CL-Windcon, he has collaborated with several prominent 
industrial partners on the topic of wind farm control. Most recently, Bart received an IEEE 
distinction for Outstanding Student Paper Award. 
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Overview of recent experiments in wind farm control using scaled models in a boundary 
layer wind tunnel 
Carlo Bottasso (TUM) 

Abstract: 
The cooperative control of wind turbines is gaining acceptance as a mean to improve the way 
wind farms are operated. Notwithstanding its great promise, the problem remains extremely 
challenging due to the uncertain and variable nature of wind and wakes. In an effort to 
characterize the behavior of wind farm control strategies in a more controllable, known and 
repeatable environment, our group has developed a scaled wind farm that is operated in a 
large boundary layer wind tunnel. This presentation will review recent results obtained with 
this scaled facility. The setups considered include scaled wind turbines with pitch, torque and 
yaw control, operated by a farm-level super-controller and mounted on a large turntable that 
simulates wind direction changes. Some interesting conclusions are drawn on the effects of 
the accuracy of the flow models used for the synthesis of the control laws, and of the 
knowledge of the inflow conditions. 

Biography: 
Carlo L. Bottasso received a Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering from Politecnico di Milano in Italy. 
Dr. Bottasso holds the Chair of Wind Energy at the Technical University of Munich, Germany, 
where he directs the Wind Energy Institute, and he currently serves as President of the 
European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE). His research interests are in wind energy and 
rotorcraft technology, with particular reference to modeling and simulation, 
aeroservoelasticity and control. On these topics he has co-authored over 400 publications, 
including over 130 peer-reviewed journal papers. 

Full scale testing of open-loop wind farm control approaches for reducing wake losses 
Stefan Kern (GE) 

Abstract: 
In the context of the H2020 project CL-Windcon, full scale tests of open-loop wind farm control 
strategies are being tested on ENEL Greenpower’s Sedini wind plant. The approaches tested 
include wake loss mitigation using induction control and wake steering on two separate 
turbine clusters in the wind farm. In both cases, look-up-tables of optimized operational 
setpoints as function of local wind conditions have been precomputed and deployed at site 
with a toggling strategy continuously alternating between baseline and optimized operation. 

This presentation will provide an overview of the concept and setup of the tests executed at 
the Sedini site. The approaches used to estimate inflow wind conditions will be discussed as 
well as important aspects to quantify small performance deltas between operation modes 
along with some preliminary results. 

Biography: 
Stefan Kern is a senior aerodynamics engineer at GE Renewable Energy and leading the 
development and validation of wind farm control technologies to increase wind farm energy 
capture. He has worked on wind turbine and wind farm aerodynamics for over 10 years. His 
expertise covers modeling aspects from simple engineering models to high fidelity CFD based 
approaches, field measurement campaigns using state-of-the-art remote sensing technology 
and system optimization. Stefan Kern received a PhD in mechanical engineering from ETH 
Zurich, Switzerland. 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

Thursday, October 03rd, 2019 
8:30 am - 9:15 am Keynote: Pedro Mayorga, EnerOcean 

Session V: Advanced Methods in Wind Energy Systems Engineering - Design 
& Optimization 
Chairpersons: Frederick Zahle, DTU, and Michael McWilliam, DTU 9:15 am - 10:25 am Katherine Dykes, DTU 
Frederick Zahle, DTU 
Andrew Ning, BYU 

10:25 am - 10:45 am Coffee Break / Posters session 

SESSION VI-Advanced Applications in Offshore Wind Energy Systems 
Engineering 
Chairperson: Mario Garcia-Sanz, US DOE ARPA-E 

10:45 am - 12:15 am Mario Garcia-Sanz, US DOE ARPA-E 
Jose Azcona, CENER 
Joaquín Urbano, ESTEYCO 
Brandon Ennis, Sandia Labs 

12:15 am - 1:15 pm Lunch 

SESSION VII-Standards and Data for Wind Energy Systems Engineering 
Chairperson: Katherine Dykes, DTU 
Pietro Bortolotti, NREL 

1:15 pm - 2:45 pm Niels Jacob Tarp-Johansen, Ørsted 
Pawel Gancarski, CENER 
Elyoenai Egozcue, S21sec 
Nikolai Hille, DNV-GL 

Visits: Barasoain experimental area (hybrid wind storage plant) & CECOER 3:30 pm (Renewables Energy Control Center) - ACCIONA 

Keynote 
W2Power: Twin-rotor floating wind platform development 
Pedro M. Mayorga Rubio (EnerOcean) 

Abstract: 
The development of the W2Power solution from its conception in 2009 up to the sea testing at 
PLOCAN will be presented. The W2Power solution joins several innovations in order to make a 
cost efficient solution to exploit the wind resource at open sea in any water depth. The 
development of the W2Power has comprised a significant effort of engineering, and before its 
sea testing the concept was tested at 4 laboratories in three countries in eight testing 
campaigns. The 1:6 scale platform finally design, manufactured, assembled, installed and 
tested at open sea has become the first Spanish floating wind platform and the first multi 
turbine solution in the World to reach open sea testing. The challenging environment for a 
scale down version has allowed an accelerated test of its functionality, stability and 
survivability. 

Biography: 
EnerOcean S.L. Founder, President and Chief Technology Officer. 
Engineer with more than 24 years of experience. He started as manufacturing and 
maintenance engineer at General Motors group and as renewable energy expert in a research 
center, before creating EnerOcean. 
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Founder of EnerOcean, the oldest Spanish company specialised in marine energy, Mr.Mayorga 
has led the development of W2Power since 2012, including design, tank testing, control and 
monitoring solutions and finally coordinating the project that has built the current scale 
prototype, first floating platform in Spanish waters and the first multirotor design to achieve 
this technological level. Associated Professor at Malaga University (Marine Energy). Member of 
several associations and committees. 

Session V: Advanced Methods in Wind Energy Systems Engineering – 
Design & Optimization 
Session Chairs: Frederick Zahle, Michael McWilliam (DTUWind Energy) 

Advanced MDAO for wind power plant design 
Katherine Dykes (DTUWind Energy) 

Abstract: 
Wind power plant optimization has evolved significantly over the last decade. This talk reviews 
the historic developments in systems engineering for wind power plants and also highlights 
some key current trends and future directions. The presentation is based on a recent wind 
turbine and power plant optimization chapter for a wind energy simulation book series that 
will be published in the fall of 2019. 

Biography: 
Dr. Katherine Dykes is the Head of Section for Loads and Controls at DTU Wind Energy where 
the team researches wind turbine and power plant aeroelasticity, controls and optimization 
for both land-based and offshore applications. Prior to this, she spent 8 years at NREL with a 
focus on multi-disciplinary design, analysis and optimization applied to wind turbine systems -
leading a team engaged with studies ranging from individual component optimizations to full 
wind plant scale optimizations of layout and controls strategy. Katherine has a PhD from the 
Engineering Systems Division of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where her thesis 
centered on the interplay between wind technology innovation and deployment. She is also a 
co-operating agent (along with representatives from DTU Wind Energy, Denmark and Sintef 
Energy Research, Norway) of IEA Wind Task 37 on systems engineering / integrated RD&D for 
wind energy. 

High-fidelity wind turbine blade design enabled by adjoint techniques 
Frederick Zahle (DTU Wind Energy) 

Abstract: 
Design of wind turbine rotors is commonly based on aerodynamics modelled with the blade 
element momentum (BEM) method, which is computationally very efficient and accurate. 
While these methods work very well for conventional blade designs, novel design features 
near the root and tip of the blade, or other types of rotor concepts require improved 
modelling fidelity. Additionally, to carry out a truly free-form design of a wind turbine blade in 
which both planform and cross-sectional shape are designed simultaneously, some kind of 
flow solver is needed. 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

In this talk we explore the perspectives of applying high-fidelity 3D computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) to design the blade aerodynamically, which is enabled by the application of 
adjoint techniques that efficiently can handle hundreds of design variables. We present an 
large scale optimisation of a 10 MW rotor based on the IEA Wind Task 37 aerodynamic rotor 
design case study, and discuss future work needed to make this approach industrially relevant. 

Biography: 
Frederik Zahle completed his masters in aeronautical engineering at Imperial College, London 
in 2003, and earned a Ph.D. jointly from Imperial College and Risø DTU in the field of 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) of wind turbines, which he completed in 2007. He is 
currently holding a position as a senior scientist in the Aerodynamic Design Section (AER) at 
the Department of Wind Energy, Risø Campus, DTU. His current research activities are within 
aerodynamics of airfoils and rotors, computational fluid dynamics, and multi- disciplinary 
design of wind turbines. 

Large-Scale Gradient-Based Optimization for Wind Energy Systems 
Andrew Ning (BYU) 

Abstract: 
This talk will highlight a range of wind farm and wind turbine projects in our research lab. By 
leveraging numerically exact gradients we explore larger-scale wind farm and wind turbine 
optimization problems. We are also developing techniques to optimize more effectively, 
improve aerodynamic fidelity, and capture tradeoffs in uncertainty. 

Biography: 
Andrew Ning is an assistant professor at Brigham Young University specializing in 
aerodynamics and optimization. Prior to joining BYU he worked on the wind energy systems 
engineering project at NREL. He earned his PhD in 2011 from Stanford University in 
Aeronautics and Astronautics. 

Session VI: Advanced Applications in Offshore Wind Energy Systems 
Engineering 
Session Chair: Mario Garcia-Sanz (US DOE ARPA-E) 

Control Co-Design of Floating Offshore Wind Turbines: the ARPA-E ATLANTIS Program 
Mario Garcia-Sanz (US DOE ARPA-E) 

Abstract: 
Starting in January 2018, the Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E), U.S. 
Department of Energy, began challenging the research and industrial communities to develop 
new and disruptive Control Co-Design (CCD) solutions for a large variety of applications. The 
new ARPA-E ATLANTIS program encourages the application of CCD methodologies to Floating 
Offshore Wind Turbines (FOWTs), integrating all relevant engineering disciplines at the start of 
the design process, with feedback control and dynamic interaction principles as the primary 
drivers of the design. The program seeks to design radically new FOWTs; build a new 
generation of computer tools to facilitate FOWT design; and collect real data from full and lab-
scale experiments to validate the FOWT designs and computer tools. The program also 
proposes a new metric space that considers the specific swept-rotor-area per unit of total-
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mass and the power generation efficiency of the FOWT, and guides the research across the 
resulting LCOE isolines. 

Biography: 
Prof. Mario Garcia-Sanz currently serves as Program Director at the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E), U.S. Department of Energy, where he leads the ATLANTIS 
Program on Floating Offshore Wind Turbines and the NODES Program on Grid Control 
Technologies among other initiatives. Garcia-Sanz is also Professor at Case Western Reserve 
University. Previously, he was Professor at the Public University of Navarra, Research Scientist 
at CEIT, Professor at TECNUN, Visiting Professor at UMIST, Oxford University, NASA-JPL and the 
European Space Agency, and a NATO RTO Lecture Series Director. Garcia-Sanz has extensive 
private sector experience; he founded CoDyPower, a consulting firm specializing in robust 
control systems and energy innovation, and has worked as a Senior Advisor for wind energy 
companies, electrical utilities, corporations and space agencies. He holds over 20 patents, has 
written 3 books and published over 250 research papers, and has been the principal 
investigator of over 50 industry research projects. 

SiL scaled hybrid testing in the design of floating wind turbines 
José Azcona Armendáriz (CENER) 

Abstract: 
During the design process of a floating wind turbine, the concept has to be validated through 
scaled wave tank experiments that accurately represent the system dynamics, including wind 
and wave loading. This requires solving the scaling conflict between the hydrodynamic and 
aerodynamic forces. Software-in-the-Loop method (SiL) was developed as a hybrid testing 
method to sort out this conflict. The SiL method consists of a ducted fan that replaces the rotor 
and introduces a force representing the aerodynamic thrust. A simulation of the rotor, coupled 
in real time with the measured platform displacements at the basin, provides the rotor force 
introduced by the fan. This method has been applied on many test campaigns of 
semisubmersible, spar and Tension Leg Platforms (TLP) that support floating wind turbines. 

The SiL hybrid testing method has shown to be an efficient, reliable and cost saving 
technology. Further developments of the method are being carried out to include the coupled 
rotor moments and to better characterize the band with response of the actuator. 

Biography: 
(PhD, MEng) Head of the Offshore business unit. He graduated in Industrial Engineering at the 
Universidad Pública de Navarra and obtained his PhD in Naval Engineering at the Universidad 
Politécnica de Madrid with the Extraordinary Doctorate Award. Has more than 15 years of 
research experience in the field of Renewable Energies. Since 2004 he has been working at 
CENER. He has experience in rotor design and loads calculation for wind turbines. He has taken 
part at the IEA annexes 23 and 30 on validation of integrated simulation codes and he has lead 
several tasks in European research projects (INNWIND.EU, IRPWind). He has developed the 
OPASS code for the dynamic analysis of mooring lines that he has validated experimentally and 
coupled with tools for floating wind turbines. He has developed the Software-in-the-Loop 
hybrid testing method for scales wave tank experiments of floating wind turbines. His main 
research topics are related with integrated simulation tools, mooring line dynamics and scale 
testing of floating wind turbines. 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

ELISA Technology: from numerical modelling to offshore installation 
Joaquín Urbano (ESTEYCO) 

Abstract: 
Numerical modelling is, in general, an effective, cost-saving tool in almost any field of 
engineering. When referring to floating structures, motions and loads are assessed by means 
of numerical models, yielding precise enough results to ensure the expected behavior when 
carrying out the real operation. ELISA technology has been widely numerically analyzed, 
contrasted and calibrated against several tank testing campaigns and finally successfully 
transported and installed, showing that numerical calculations were accurate. This 
presentation aims to show some comparison between the numerical calculations, at different 
stages of the project, and some real data gathered from the platform instrumentation during 
transport and installation operations. 

Biography: 
Joaquín Urbano is a Senior Naval Architect specialized in the design of fixed and floating 
offshore structures and holds a MEng in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering from 
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (Spain). Over the last years, he has been working for 
ESTEYCO SA where has been involved in several offshore wind design projects at very different 
stages of maturity, from the very beginning concept development to the on-site construction 
and installation, going through the concept design, FEED and detailed design phases. He has 
been part of different renowned projects such as Kincardine Wind Farm, in UK, and the 
ESTEYCO’s bottom fixed prototype recently installed in Spain, ELISA. 

Engineering Judgment and Systems Engineering Perspective from Sandia´s Floating Offshore 
VAWT Project 
Brandon Ennis (Sandia National Laboratories) 

Abstract: 
Sandia National Laboratories has recently completed a multi-year project to analyze the 
system levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for a vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) designed to 
access the vast wind energy resource at deep-water sites. At the large scales that will be 
common for offshore turbines, VAWTs have improved efficiencies over HAWTs. In addition, a 
significant portion of the LCOE for a deep-water offshore wind plant comes from the platform 
costs. Due to the lower drivetrain placement and center of gravity, VAWTs may have lower 
platform costs compared with HAWT designs. This talk will summarize the findings of this 
project and provide a discussion of the interdependencies on the system-level design for this 
floating offshore wind energy system, in addition to the necessary role of optimization and 
engineering judgment for design of these complex systems. 

Biography: 
Dr. Brandon Ennis joined the Wind Energy Technologies Department at Sandia National 
Laboratories in 2014. He was the aero-hydro-elastic lead for the offshore vertical-axis wind 
turbine project and was responsible for the structural design and aeroelastic loads analysis for 
the National Rotor Testbed project in which blades were designed and manufactured for 
testing at Sandia’s experimental wind plant facility. Brandon currently leads the composite 
materials/structural optimization research at Sandia and has supported projects focused on 
rotor design, experimental loads analysis, and atmospheric data analysis. He led the system 
LCOE analysis of the floating offshore VAWT project which quantified the cost and 
performance tradeoffs of every component in the system. 
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Session VII: Standards and Data for Wind Energy Systems Engineering 
Session Chair: Katherine Dykes (DTU Wind Energy) 

Task 37 guidelines for integrated wind energy system modeling 
Pietro Bortolotti (NREL) 

Abstract: 
This work reviews the state-of-the-art in the development of software frameworks for 
integrated wind turbine and plant design, analysis, and optimization, and proposes a 
classification system for the frameworks along dimensions of model fidelity and scope. Within 
each major wind turbine and power plant subsystem, a matrix is developed for the disciplines 
used and the fidelity levels with which each discipline can be modeled. The existing 
frameworks are then classified according to the matrix. Next, an ontology is proposed that 
allows for standardizing how data is transferred between the most common discipline-fidelity 
combinations used in the frameworks. A common representation of data creates the ability to 
1) share system descriptions and analysis results or supporting more transparent 
benchmarking and comparison, and 2) integrate models together into workflows within and 
across organizations for improving the efficiency and performance of wind turbine and power 
plant design processes - ultimately leading to better overall wind energy system designs with 
high performance and low costs. 

Biography: 
Dr. Bortolotti is a research engineer at the National Wind Technology Center (NWTC) of the 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Boulder, Colorado. Dr. Bortolotti obtained his 
PhD at the Technical University of Munich under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Carlo L. Bottasso. 
His research area is systems engineering for wind energy, with a focus on wind turbine rotor 
design. Dr. Bortolotti is part of the core development team of the systems engineering 
framework WISDEM. 

Publishing FAIR data 
Pawel Gancarski (CENER) 

Abstract: 
Findable Accessible Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) data is a set of guidelines crucial for 
facilitating collaborative research. Following those guidelines, is the best way for implementing 
the Open Science and Open Data policies. It is also a necessary step in the advancement of 
digital science, infrastructures and data economy. To address the challenge of FAIR data, open 
source data conversion tool and naming conventions dictionary is being developed. 

With wind energy suffering from both lacks of standards for emerging technologies, as well as 
incompatible or overlapping standards where multiple disciplines overlap, the challenge for 
the tools is not to promote any specific approach, but rather to offer support in the current, 
chaotic context and providing a structured environment where standards can naturally 
emerge. 

The need for improvements in the quality of data standardization and documentation is well 
understood. Both industry and research community seems to be aware of the data bottleneck 
when it comes to extracting value from existing databases and the implementation of the 
latest data-related technologies such as Big Data, machine learning or IoT. Because of that, 
data quality becomes an important part of most of the newly defined projects. Unfortunately, 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

as it cannot be considered a “scientific research topic”, nor a commercial project, there are no 
projects solely focused on this aspect, large enough to facilitate community wide solution for 
preventing fragmentation. 

Even though the long term impact of using unified data conversion tools is clear, the tools are 
not used if they imply additional work in short term. This is a result of data processing being 
performed on a project basis – with tight deadlines and budgets, and no resources reserved for 
research on data management aspects. 

To address that, when introducing changes to the users workflow on data processing, the full 
data life-cycle needs to be analyzed and modified. Integrating the data conversion steps with 
data processing, analysis, archiving, documentation and publishing, ensures that time efficient 
work will only be achievable through serious treatment of standards. 

Engagement of the whole community is of key importance, to prevent further fragmentation 
of efforts. To do that, the community needs more awareness of different efforts, and needs to 
respect parallel initiatives by building bridges between them, and merging them where 
possible. 

Biography: 
Dr. Pawel Gancarski, has a PhD in Computer Science from Trinity College, Dublin. He joined 
CENER in 2011 as an experienced researcher with the WAUDIT Marie Curie fellowship. He was 
involved in the model Verification and Validation, throughout the projects IEA Task 31 
Wakebench, NEWA, EERA-DTOC, EERA-Avatar, EERA-IRPWind and OWAbench. He was a WP 
Leader in the IRPWind project, dealing with benchmarking of design codes for offshore wind 
turbines. He was also the lead developer of Windmesh, a meshing tool for CFD models for 
wind resource assessment in complex terrain. Currently his work is focused on best practices 
for data standardization, publishing and workflows. 

Cybersecurity and wind energy 
Elyoenai Egozcue (S21sec) 

Abstract: 
Key elements in which cyber security standards impact the design and operation of wind 
turbines and wind farms. Standards such as IEC 62443 and NERC CIP imposes a number of 
cyber security requirements at a component level and to wind farm architectures and 
operational procedures. During the talk, some of the key requirements to consider when 
designing key components such as controllers and local SCADA systems will be detailed. 
Likewise, two of the most relevant operational use-cases affected by cyber security 
requirements at a windfarm level, including remote access to a windfarm and its network 
segmentation will be reviewed. 

Biography: 
Mr. Elyoenai Egozcue received his M.Sc. in Telecommunications Engineer from the UPNA 
University of Pamplona, Spain undertaking his Master Thesis at the VUB University of Brussels, 
Belgium. He started his professional career as a cyber security researcher at S21sec Labs, 
dealing with open-source cyber intelligence, RFID security, Network security and biometrics. 
He is currently the head of cyber security services for industrial automation and control 
systems at S21sec and leads relevant projects in this field in sectors such as renewable power 
generation, power transmission and distribution, railway transportation, logistics, etc. 
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New wind power plant control in the framework of existing certification schemes 
Nikolai Hille (DNV-GL) 

Abstract: 
Pressure on the economics of wind power plants is increasing. One way of improving the 
performance is the implementation of new control strategies to individual turbines and 
increasingly also to the whole wind farm considering it as a single power plant. Within the EU 
funded research project CL-Windcon these new control strategies for the wind power plant 
have been developed and demonstrated in simulation and onsite measurements. 

Certification is an important independent quality assurance for large scale projects like a wind 
power plant. Basically, the economics of such projects is not the primary focus for certification. 
Structural integrity of the individual wind turbine as well as the dynamic interaction of all wind 
turbines within a wind farm and its connection to the electrical grid play the most important 
roles. The new outstanding features of the CL-Windcon control strategies are that mechanical 
loads as well as the energy output can be mitigated from one turbine to another. The benefits 
are a maximised total energy output of the whole wind power plant and an optimised 
distribution of the mechanical loads. By that the optimisation of each single turbine is given up 
to the benefit of an optimised wind power plant. 

Certification of such novel control strategies is a challenge, as the assessment of the new 
design can only relate to existing standards. When these standards were written they 
considered the present state-of-the-art. In the best case the original purpose of the standards 
can be interpreted and applied for the new designs to aim for an adequate assessment. For 
more complex designs like the control strategies proposed with the CL-Windcon plant control 
this can be difficult. 

Within the present project it was investigated up to which extend the proposed control 
strategies require an amendment of existing design requirements for Type and Project 
Certification to respond to additional risks of the new design. The new requirements shall be in 
good balance to the expected additional risks of the proposed technology with the intention to 
support the step from research level within CL-Windcon to the launch of commercial projects. 

The presentation will give a short introduction to certification in the light of plant control. Then 
it will be evaluated to which extent amendments for the control system are necessary which 
will reflect the more complex control algorithms, additional sensors and optimisation 
algorithms. 

The more complex plant control will in turn imply increased efforts within the calculation of 
design loads because the new control strategies will lead to operation of the turbines in 
conditions which are not assumed in conventional control, e.g. the permanent operation at 
increased yaw error. At the same time the application of new wind farm simulation tools is a 
challenge as long as they are not sufficiently validated. The presentation will highlight the most 
important impacts on the calculation of design loads. 

Individual national requirements on grid code compliance need to be considered before the 
erection of a new wind power plant. The integration of additional power to a grid tends to be 
difficult because grids nowadays are often operated close to their limits for capacity. The 
presentation aims to identify amendments to existing standards for design and test to ensure a 
required grid code compliance. 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

Biography: 
Nikolai Hille has a degree in mechanical engineering (Dipl. Ing.) from Braunschweig Technical 
University. He joined Germanischer Lloyd (nowadays DNV GL) in 2001. Since then he worked in 
the context of wind energy certification with different responsibilities as project engineer and 
project manager. Holding the position of a Senior Engineer for loads he took an active part in 
the development of a number of wind energy loads Standards and Recommended Practices. 
Being expert for LIDAR assisted control in certification he participates in the research project 
CL-Windcon and currently initiates a Joint Industry Project on LIDAR measured turbulence 
intensity at DNV GL Renewables Certification. 

Visits 
Barasoain Experimental Area (hybrid wind storage plant) 

Located at Barásoain (Navarra, Spain), this experimental wind farm, owned by ACCIONA and 
set up in 2013, consists of five 3-MW wind turbines of different heights, tower types and rotor 
diameters. It is used for the ongoing testing of wind turbine components and the testing of 
new ones with a view to the continuous improvement of the turbine models that are launched 
in the market. Its experimental nature does not prevent it from sending a considerable amount 
of energy to the grid. It produces an average 34 GWh per year, equivalent to the electricity 
consumption of 12,000 homes. 

CECOER (Renewables Energy Control Center) 

The CECOER is the biggest control center for renewable facilities in the world. From its location 
in Sarriguren, on the outskirts of Pamplona in Spain, the center manages all the company’s 
electricity generation plants worldwide. This installation carries out real-time monitoring of 
the operation of renewable energy plants managed by the ACCIONA Group with more than 
14,000 MW in total. The CECOER is manned by a skilled team of 80 people and it operates 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year. 
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Friday, October 04th, 2019 – Tutorials 

BLADE OASIS/BASFF 9:00 am - 10:00 am Ainara Irisarri, Iñaki Nuin, CENER 

10:00 am - 11:00 am WISDEM & FLORIS 
Pietro Bortolotti, Garrett Barter, Christopher Bay, NREL 

11:00 am - 11:45 am Brunch 

HAWTOpt2/Topfarm 11:45 am - 12:45 am Katherine Dykes, DTU 

Cp-Max 12:45 am - 13:45 pm Luca Sartori, POLIMI 

Tutorials 

BLADE OASIS/BASFF 
Ainara Irisarri (CENER), Iñaki Nuin (CENER) 

Abstract: 
(Blade Optimal Aero-Structural Integrated Solutions) is an in-house CENER tool to help in the 
design of rotor blades. It integrates both aerodynamic and structural modules, that cross-
linked by an optimization algorithm from Dakota (public domain software developed by Sandia 
National Laboratories), achieve blade designs complying as much as possible with the 
optimization function defined by the user. 

The aerodynamic module is based on BEM (Blade Element Momentum) approach. It mainly 
provides information related to the performance of wind turbine such us power curve, AEP 
(Annual Energy Production), TSR (Tip Speed Ratio), CP (Power Coefficient) and CT (Thrust 
Coefficient). 

The structural module applies the fundamentals of CLT (Classical Lamination Theory) approach, 
EBT (Euler – Bernoulli Beam Theory) approach and TMBT (Thin-walled Multi-cell Beam Theory) 
approach. This module provides information of the blade deflection, strength and fatigue 
reserve factors according to the blade geometry, internal structure, lay-up and loads. 

The workshop session dedicated to BladeOASIS/Bassf tutorial will go through the general 
overview of the tool, and will show two practical application cases. The first case will be an 
aeroelastic optimization case, while the second case will show how to move from the 
parametric structural design obtained with BladeOASIS to the detailed structural design. 

Biography: 
Ainara Irisarri is a Mechanical Engineer with experience on load calculation for certification 
under IEC and GL standards. Since October 2008 she works on blade design projects involving 
rotor optimization tools and blade concept analyses codes in the aerodynamics area within the 
Wind Turbine Analysis and Design Service, belonging to the Wind Energy Department of 
CENER. She has participated on FP7 projects like INNWIND and AVATAR relating multi-
megawat offshore wind turbines. Ainara also collaborated on FP7 project WINDUR, on small 
VAWT rotor design. 
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5th Wind Energy Systems Engineering Workshop & CL-Windcon Final Conference 

Iñaki Nuin is a Mechanical Engineer with experience in the design of composite and metallic 
components. Specialized on rotor blades design and adhesives. Researcher on new analysis 
tools and new design methods for components optimization and reliability improvement. 
During seven years he was Consultancy Engineer for MSC Software focused on the automotive 
Industry at Analysis and Simulation, S.L. Since February 2006 he is working in the Mechanical 
and Structural Area within the Wind Turbine Analysis and Design Service, belonging to the 
Wind Energy Department of CENER. 

WISDEM & FLORIS 
Garret Barter, Pietro Bortolotti, Christopher Bay (NREL) 

Abstract: 
This session will present two NREL software models: 1) WISDEM, the wind systems engineering 
software, and 2) FLORIS, the wind plant wake and control modeling software. WISDEM, built 
on NASA's OpenMDAO software, integrates a full set of wind turbine and plant models for 
holistic system analysis. It includes modules turbine aerodynamics, component structural 
analysis, component costs, plant balance-of-station costs, plant operations and maintenance 
costs, financial models, wind plant layouts, and wind turbine aeroelastic simulations. This 
FLORIS framework is designed to provide a computationally inexpensive, controls-oriented 
modeling tool of the steady-state wake characteristics in a wind farm. The WISDEM 
presentation will be a tutorial lasting 40 minutes and include basic OpenMDAO building blocks 
and WISDEM highlights. For the best participation experience, please install Anaconda and 
WISDEM ahead of time using instructions at: https://github.com/WISDEM/WISDEM. The 
FLORIS presentation will be an overview of capabilities and code architecture, but no hands-on 
tutorial. 

Biography: 
Garrett Barter has a background in aerospace, systems engineering, and computational 
methods, receiving his degrees through PhD from MIT. From there, Dr. Barter worked at 
Sandia National Laboratories for 6 years conducting systems engineering and analysis studies 
that supported the Department of Energy Vehicle Technologies office and the Department of 
Homeland Security. After a 3-year stint in the private aerospace and defense sector, he 
returned to the national laboratories, this time at the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory. In this position, Dr. Barter is the principal investigator for NREL's wind system 
engineering and offshore wind analysis programs. 

Dr. Pietro Bortolotti is a research engineer at the National Wind Technology Center (NWTC) of 
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Boulder, Colorado. Dr. Bortolotti 
obtained his PhD at the Technical University of Munich under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Carlo 
L. Bottasso. His research area is systems engineering for wind energy, with a focus on wind 
turbine rotor design. Dr. Bortolotti is part of the core development team of the systems 
engineering framework WISDEM. 

Christopher Bay is a research engineer at the National Wind Technology Center (NWTC) within 
the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL). Christopher’s background includes controls, 
building energy systems, and wind farm control. His studies focused in Mechanical 
Engineering, receiving his B.S. and M.S. from the University of Colorado Boulder, followed by 
his PhD at Texas A&M University. Christopher is currently focusing on distributed wind farm 
controls, integration of wind control systems with the grid, and co-design of wind plants 
bringing controls into the systems engineering process. 
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HAWTOpt2/Topfarm 
Katherine Dykes (DTU Wind Energy) 

Abstract: 
Over the last 10 years, DTU Wind Energy has been developing MDAO tools for both turbine 
and plant design optimization. This session will provide an overview of DTU Wind Energy 
system design and optimization capabilities with some examples of the latest developments 
for research and commercial applications. 

Biography: 
Dr. Katherine Dykes is the Head of Section for Loads and Controls at DTU Wind Energy where 
the team researches wind turbine and power plant aeroelasticity, controls and optimization 
for both land-based and offshore applications. Prior to this, she spent 8 years at NREL with a 
focus on multi-disciplinary design, analysis and optimization applied to wind turbine systems -
leading a team engaged with studies ranging from individual component optimizations to full 
wind plant scale optimizations of layout and controls strategy. Katherine has a PhD from the 
Engineering Systems Division of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where her thesis 
centered on the interplay between wind technology innovation and deployment. She is also a 
co-operating agent (along with representatives from DTU Wind Energy, Denmark and Sintef 
Energy Research, Norway) of IEA Wind Task 37 on systems engineering / integrated RD&D for 
Wind energy. 

Cp-Max 
Luca Sartori (POLIMI) 

Abstract: 
The development of next-generation wind turbines is a true multi-disciplinary challenge which 
must be addressed with suitable design algorithms (MDO). 

In this tutorial, we present the design framework Cp-Max, a suite for the system design of wind 
turbines developed by Politecnico di Milano and TUM. We’ll dig into the multi-level 
architecture of the code to understand how the complex multi-disciplinary design task is 
performed by a cluster of interfaced optimization loops. We’ll then discuss the philosophy 
behind such an approach and how conflicting requirements about optimization scope, 
modelling fidelity and number of design variables are managed by the program. To complete 
the presentation, we’ll briefly describe the main input required by the code and what is the 
sequence of operations in a typical design scenario. 

Biography: 
Luca Sartori is an aeronautical engineer from Politecnico di Milano (Polimi) with research 
interests in numerical optimization, lightweight rotors and innovative concepts in wind energy 
applications. In 2013 he completed his Thesis at ECN (now part of TNO), where he developed a 
free-form algorithm for the design of WT rotors. After his graduation Luca started a PhD in 
wind energy: his research project developed mainly around the topic of system-design of wind 
turbines. In this context, his effort was to implement new methodologies to support the design 
of next-generation very large rotors. This year he defended his doctoral thesis and now he is 
continuing as a post-doc. At present, Luca is investigating the impact of WF controllers on the 
aero-structural design of existing turbines. 
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	Thisprojecthasreceivedfunding fromthe EuropeanUnion’sHorizon2020 researchandinnovationprogrammeunder grantagreementNo72747 
	WelcomeMessage 
	WelcomeMessage 
	Dear Colleagues,Dear Friends, 
	Thanks to alltheefforts fromindustrial partners, research centers and universities involved in thewind energysector, wind turbine and its components design have reached a notablelevel of maturity, allowing the current leading role that wind energy has in the penetration of renewableenergies in thepower grids, tenders and market. 
	Thewayahead for further decreasein the cost ofenergyand increased profitabilityis through the consideration of theglobalinteractions amongall those components. This is where the systems engineering approach reveals to be indispensable, by allowing the integration of concurrent design and analysis processes and tools, as well as holistic multi-disciplinary operation ofwind turbines and wind farms. 
	Goodexamplesofapplication of systems engineering aretheoptimized bladedesign fromthe aerodynamic and structuralpoint ofview, drivetrain optimized design or theintegrated design offloating offshorewind turbine and substructure. Thelatter provides perfect proofof how technological boundaries can be challenged and extended bysystems engineering. 
	Another clear application is wind farm control. The European H2020 project CL-Windcon (Closed-Loop Wind FarmControl), nowclosetoits end, is oneof thegreatest exponents in this field. It has devoted relevant efforts inmulti-fidelitywindfarmmodelling, windfarmcontrol design and validation bysimulation, wind tunneltesting and field testing.Major contributions to the research and industry community are provided through open access publications and open research data. 
	It is CENER’s great pleasure towelcomeyou to the5WorkshopforSystemsEngineeringin WindEnergy(WESE’2019).Inthis edition,CENERhoststheworkshopasajointeventwithCL-Windcon Final Conference by partnering with US National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and DTU Wind Energy. 
	th 

	Wehopethatyou take advantageof thediverse program around systems engineering and windfarm control, and thatyoufollow excitingdiscussionsin this atmosphere of technical exchange. 
	Allthe verybest, 
	MikelIribas CL-WindconProjectCoordinator(CENER) 
	Conference Organizing Committee 
	Irene Eguinoa MikelIribas Katherine Dykes GarrettBarter 
	CENER CENER DTUWind Energy NREL 
	Conference Chairs 
	Jan Willemvan Wingerden Carlo Bottasso AlessandroCroce MarioGarcia-Sanz 
	TUDelft TUM PolitecnicodiMilano USDOEARPA-E 
	FrederikZahle MichaelMcWilliam 
	DTUWind Energy DTUWind Energy 
	Wednesday, October 02nd, 2019 
	8:15 am-9:00 am Registration and Welcome 
	9:30 am -10:00 am Institutional Opening 
	Introduction: CL-WindconProject 
	Introduction: CL-WindconProject 
	MikelIribas, CENER 
	10:00 am -10:45 am 
	10:00 am -10:45 am 
	10:00 am -10:45 am 
	Keynote: MartaPerez Garcia 

	10:45 am -11:05 am 
	10:45 am -11:05 am 
	Coffee Break 

	11:05 am -12:15 pm 
	11:05 am -12:15 pm 
	SessionI:WindPowerPlantsinthe21stCenturyElectricitysystem Chairperson: Garret Barter,NREL Tifenn Brandily, BNEF PhilippBeiter,NREL AndrewPJStanley,BrighamYoungUniversity 

	12:15 pm -1:15 pm 
	12:15 pm -1:15 pm 
	Lunch 

	1:15 pm -2:25 pm 
	1:15 pm -2:25 pm 
	SessionII:WhatisWindEnergySystemsEngineering? Chairpersons:Carlo Bottasso, TUM,and Alessandro Croce POLIMI Carlo Bottasso, TUM Ewan Machefaux,VestasWindSystems A/S Christopher Bay, NREL 


	SessionIII:Application of Wind EnergySystemsEngineering in Practice 
	Chairperson: Irene Eguinoa, CENER 
	Chairperson: Irene Eguinoa, CENER 
	Chairperson: Irene Eguinoa, CENER 

	2:25 pm -3:55 pm 
	2:25 pm -3:55 pm 
	Javier Alonso, Siemens Gamesa RenewableEnergy ArantxaEsparza,NabraWind SebastianSanchez Perez-Moreno,Innogy Eugenio Guelbenzu, Acciona Energy 

	3:55 pm -4:15 pm 
	3:55 pm -4:15 pm 
	Coffee Break / Posters session 

	4:15 pm -5:45 pm 
	4:15 pm -5:45 pm 
	SessionIV: Advanced MethodsinWindEnergy SystemsEngineering -Plant Controls(CL-Windcon) Chairperson: Jan-WillemvanWingerden,TU-Delft Ervin Bossanyi,DNV-GL BartDoekemeijer,TU-Delft Carlo Bottasso, TUM StefanKern,GE 



	Introduction 
	Introduction 
	CL-WindconProject MikelIribas(CENER) 
	Abstract: 
	Presentation of thefinal results of CL-Windcon(Closed Loop Wind Farm Control)project. CLWindconisfundedbytheFrameworkProgrammeforResearch 
	Presentation of thefinal results of CL-Windcon(Closed Loop Wind Farm Control)project. CLWindconisfundedbytheFrameworkProgrammeforResearch 
	-
	andInnovationHorizon 2020 

	event itsFinal Conference. This project coordinated by CENER(NationalRenewableEnergy Center ofSpain), proposes a newwayof approachingthedesign and operation of a wind farm, based on thewind farmclosed loop control paradigm. The challengeis to achieve an increase inenergyproductionand efficiency, whilereducingitsuncertainty and the cost ofenergy, for both existingand newwind farms.CL-Windconbringsnewinnovativesolutions based on wind farm multi-fidelity dynamic modelling, and open-and closed-loop advanced con
	of the European Union (agreement nº 727477) and willlast untilOctober 2019, being this 
	/ 
	http://www.clwindcon.eu



	Biography: 
	Biography: 

	r of CL-WindconH2020project,MikelisHead ofR&D ofWindEnergyDepartment at CENER (Spain).Master on “ControlSystems and Industrial Engineer” at Universidad Pública severalpatents in thefield of wind turbinesystemidentification.Hehas also been Associate ProfessoratUniversidadPúblicade Navarra,atthe AutomaticControldepartment,andinvited as lecturer for severalMaster and PhD programs at EU level.Throughouthiscareer,hehas participated in numerous customer-oriented, and national and EU-funded R&D projects. 
	Coordinato
	deNavarra, heheld theleadership of ControlArea at CENERfor 12years.He isauthorof 


	Keynote 
	Keynote 
	Spanish experience.Renewableenergy integration in Ancillary Services MartaPérezGarcía(REE) 
	Abstract: 
	Windenergyhasbeen oneon themajor sources ofelectricalenergyin theSpanish peninsular with thehighest energy produced and it has consistentlyprovided sincethen around 20%oftheelectricalenergyin this system. 
	system for almost a decade.In 2013, it was even thetechnology 

	In order to securely integrate such high levels of renewable energy sources (RES) in the Spanish electricsystemand even higher futurelevels, regulatorychanges wereintroduced in 2014.These have adaptedthe regulatory framework in order to delete as much as possible thedistinctions between renewableenergy resources and conventionalgeneration.Thetwo main changes have been the possibility of participation of variable RES in the balancing marketssuchasthetertiaryreserve marketandtheintroduction of market-based do
	Animportantissue onthe provision ofancillaryservices withRESgeneration whichhas raised recently some debate in Europe is the crucial coordination between the participation on balancingmarkets of units that maybeaffected by congestion management. This issue, while not new at all, since conventional generators may as well be subject to congestion managementlimitsinthetransmission network, requires further development when applying to a larger number of renewablegenerators or thesegenerators are connected to d
	Biography: 
	MartaPérez obtainedherIndustrialEngineeringdegreein2004from ICAI-Comillas University inMadrid. SincethenshehasbeenworkingforRedEléctricadeEspaña(REE)intheControl CentreDepartment (CECOEL)supporting theday to day realtimeworkoftheDispatchCentre as well as working actively for the ControlCenter ofRenewable Energy Sources (CECRE) to maximizetheintegration of renewablegenerationintheSpanishSystem keeping alwaysthe security of the system. 

	Session I:Wind PowerPlantsinthe 21CenturyElectricitySystem 
	Session I:Wind PowerPlantsinthe 21CenturyElectricitySystem 
	st 

	Session Chair:GarretBarter(NREL) 
	LCOE:update ofrecent trends (general andoffshore) TifennBrandily (BNEF) 
	Abstract: 
	Solar power and onshorewind are now thecheapest source of new bulkelectricitygeneration for two-thirds of global population, according to BloombergNEF. Competitive tenders, economiesofscale andinnovationkeeppushing costdeclinesandindustry consolidation. With onshore and offshorewind becoming key components offuturepower systems, theindustry will needtolookbeyondthe cost ofgeneration andtacklethe challenges ofintegration and value.Thispresentationdraws onBloomergNEF’squarterly energy economicsresearchtoput t
	Biography: 
	Tifenn Brandilyis an analyst at BloombergNEF based in London.Heis part ofBNEF’s energy economicsteamand specializesinpower generationand storage technology costsaswell as asset valuation. Tifenn manages BNEF’s levelized cost of electricity analysis, a bi-annual assessment ofpower costs involving more than twenty analysts globally.Heis also responsible fordeliveringtheeconomicanalysis underpinningBNEF’s NewEnergyOutlook, along-term forecast forthepowersector. His mainareas of coverage include the economicsof
	LCOE Alternatives: System Value andOtherProfitability Metrics (capacity value,time varying revenue,etc.) PhilippBeiter(NREL) 
	Abstract: 
	TheLevelizedCost of Energy (LCOE)is a widely used metric in the comparative assessment of electric generating assetsandinwind energy systemsoptimization.The metricreflectsthe ratio ofthe annualized investment and operating costs and the averageelectricity yieldduring theevaluation period of a generation asset. It does not however, capture thelocation and timedependent monetaryvalue of thegenerated energyand other services (e.g., capacity, operating reserves, reliability services) to the power system. Consid
	TheLevelizedCost of Energy (LCOE)is a widely used metric in the comparative assessment of electric generating assetsandinwind energy systemsoptimization.The metricreflectsthe ratio ofthe annualized investment and operating costs and the averageelectricity yieldduring theevaluation period of a generation asset. It does not however, capture thelocation and timedependent monetaryvalue of thegenerated energyand other services (e.g., capacity, operating reserves, reliability services) to the power system. Consid
	alternative competitiveness metrics, illustrates their relevance for wind energy systems engineering,anddiscusseschallengesinthe use ofthese metrics. 

	Biography: 
	PhilippBeiterisanEnergy AnalysisConsultantforthe U.S.Department ofEnergy'sNational Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).His areas ofexpertiseincludefinancialmodeling and economicanalysisof offshore wind systems,electricity marketdesign,anddataanalysis. He has advised government agencies and theprivatesector on cost, market, and valuation trends of theemerging U.S.offshorewind industry.Prior to joining NREL, Mr.Beiter worked at the OrganizationforEconomicCo-operation and Development (OECD) and at theWorld Bank
	Variance Reduction in Wind FarmLayout Optimization Andrew PJStanley (Brigham YoungUniversity) 
	Abstract: 
	Windisinherentlyastochasticresource.Most wind farm optimization seeks to maximize some measureof the meanpowerproduction,whileignoring otherstatistics.Inwindfarm layout optimization, wehavefound that in addition to optimizing wind farms for high mean power, wecanminimizethepower variancewith respect to thewind direction with no sacrificeto the meanpower.Thewindfarm layoutfunctionspaceisuniqueinthatthereare many local solutions that areverysimilar in their mean power production.Weexploit this multimodality, 
	Biography: 
	PJStanley isa4year PhD Candidate atBrighamYoung University.His researchfocuseson wind farm optimization, including heterogeneous turbine design in a wind farm, variable reduction ofthewind farmlayout problem, and new statistics and constraints in wind farm Center at the beginning of his graduate studies, and has continued to collaborate with the researchers therein theyears since. PJ received his BS from BYU in 2016. 
	th 
	optimization.He spent a summer as a visiting researcher at theNationalWind Technology 


	Session II:Whatis Wind Energy Systems Engineering? 
	Session II:Whatis Wind Energy Systems Engineering? 
	Session Chairs: CarloBottasso(TUM), Alessandro Croce(POLIMI) 
	OriginsofSystemsEngineering and MDAO forwind energy applications(wind turbine design) CarloBottasso (TUM) 
	Abstract: 
	The design of wind turbines is a highly multi-disciplinary endeavor with strong couplings among aerodynamics (and hydrodynamics in the offshore case), structures, controls and on-board systems.Similarly, thedesign ofwind farms involves severaldifferent coupled aspects, from the wind flow over complex terrain and vegetation, to logistics, building regulations, 
	The design of wind turbines is a highly multi-disciplinary endeavor with strong couplings among aerodynamics (and hydrodynamics in the offshore case), structures, controls and on-board systems.Similarly, thedesign ofwind farms involves severaldifferent coupled aspects, from the wind flow over complex terrain and vegetation, to logistics, building regulations, 
	impacts on thepopulation and the environment and many others. Taking an evenbroader perspective, wind powerplantsdonot workinisolation,but arepart of theoverall energy system. This is theclassicalsituation of a system of systems, with stronginternal and external multi-disciplinarycouplings.Thedesign of such systems is extremelychallenging, andalways involves the analysis of trade-offs and the satisfaction of constraints. This presentation will review theintroduction in thewind energy field of systems engine

	Biography: 
	Carlo L. Bottasso received a Ph.D.in AerospaceEngineering fromPolitecnico diMilano in Italy. Dr.Bottasso holdsthe Chair ofWindEnergy atthe TechnicalUniversity ofMunich, Germany, where he directs the Wind Energy Institute, and he currently serves as President of the European AcademyofWind Energy(EAWE).His research interests arein wind energy and rotorcraft technology, with particular reference to modeling and simulation, aeroservoelasticity and control. On these topics he has co-authored over 400 publication
	Expansion ofSystemsEngineering in wind energy to plant design applications Ewan Machefaux(VestasWind SystemsA/S) 
	Abstract: 
	Wind energyis agrowing andglobal market.The competitiveness of wind will continue to improve with market specific reduction between 23 % and 36 % expected by 2020 – 2030. 
	Following this rapid LCOE reduction trend, plants willbecomeincreasingly more complex to design with new renewables assets such as solar panels and batteries, more complex wind assets (advanced controloperations, adaptive control, design envelop extensions), newplant level operational strategy (intermittent plant control, ancillary services, lifetimeextension)… Model based system engineering is essential to achieve LCOE reduction targets through technical and financialoptimization of renewableplants, in its
	Vestas has been developing over the last years a multi fidelity simulation environment platform. This computingplatformintegrates key components of a power plant into a model-based systemengineering approach allowingmodeling and validation across scales, leveraging on high performance computing, surrogatemodeling, probabilistic designandadvanceddata analytics. 
	Thekeyfocus and challengeofMDAOplant design applications is to provideoptimaltechnical and business solutions whileremaining ofpracticalrelevance. 
	Biography: 
	Ewan havebeen workingin thefieldofwindenergyfor10years. Heholdsa Master Degreein WindEnergyfrom theTechnicalUniversity ofDenmark, aPhDDegreein experimental and numerical analysis ofwind farmflowfieldsfromDTUWindEnergyRisø Campus. Followinghis PhD, he became a Post-Doctoral researcher in Wind Farm control and Optimization in the AeroelasticdesigndepartmentofDTU WindEnergy. 
	HejoinedVestasWindSystemsA/S4yearsagoasaSpecialistinWind power plant flow modeling atthePlantSiting andForecastingdepartment and recently extended his area of 
	HejoinedVestasWindSystemsA/S4yearsagoasaSpecialistinWind power plant flow modeling atthePlantSiting andForecastingdepartment and recently extended his area of 
	interesttoPlantsimulationand optimizationusing model-based systemengineering at the PlantHybridmodeling & Analyticsdepartment. 

	Re-thinking plant operationandcontrol -maximizingprofitability overtheplantlifetime ChristopherBay(NREL) 
	Abstract: 
	As installed capacity of wind generation continues to grow, wind farm manufacturers and operators areincreasingly looking for ways to maximize their profitabilitywhileincreasing the plant operation exists in controls.However, to effectivelyleverage controls in thedesign of windplants, computationally efficient and accurate models are needed.With such models, newcontrol strategies and optimizations can beexplored and evaluated at scale. 
	competitiveness of their respective services.An area of opportunity for improvement ofwind 

	One promising control strategy is wake steering, or the method of adjusting a turbine’s operation to deflect its wake away from downstream turbines. This has been shown in simulation, and more recently the field, to give an overall increase in a plants power production. 
	This talk willfocus on howwake steering can be used in thedesign of a wind farm.We use a new and improved version of FLORIS to demonstratelayout optimization with allthe relevant wake steering physics captured in a controls-oriented model. Additionally, work on incorporatingloads intoFLORIStoobtainbetterwindfarm layoutswithoutsacrificingAEPwill be discussed. 
	Biography: 
	Christopher Bay is a research engineer at theNationalWind Technology Center (NWTC)within the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL). Christopher’s background includes controls, building energy systems, and wind farm control. His studies focused in Mechanical Engineering, receiving his B.S. and M.S.from theUniversity of Colorado Boulder, followed by his PhD at Texas A&MUniversity. Christopher is currentlyfocusing on distributed wind farm controls, integration of wind control systems with the grid, and co-desig

	Session III:Application ofWind Energy SystemsEngineering in Practice 
	Session III:Application ofWind Energy SystemsEngineering in Practice 
	Session Chair:Irene Eguinoa(CENER) 
	Vortexinduced vibrations in high soft steel tubulartowers Javier Alonso (Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy) 
	Abstract: 
	Whenfacing thedesignof considerably soft WindTurbinetowers(high andflexiblesteel tubular towers) the unusuallow frequencies of thewhole structure result in several additional dynamic and controlissues. 
	One ofthem,where thisstudy focuses,istheeffect of Vortex Induced Vibrations caused bythe wind overthetowerof acompletelyinstalledWindTurbine Generatorinstandstill oridling condition.When thetower behavior, in terms ofdynamic performance, is such that thetower 
	One ofthem,where thisstudy focuses,istheeffect of Vortex Induced Vibrations caused bythe wind overthetowerof acompletelyinstalledWindTurbine Generatorinstandstill oridling condition.When thetower behavior, in terms ofdynamic performance, is such that thetower 
	frequencies aresignificantlylow, the2eigenmode issusceptible tobe exciteduptocritical levels. 
	nd


	Theanalysis ofthesecriticalwind speeds, Wind TurbineTower movements and consequent loadsarecalculatedforaspecificreal case. Moreover,theimportanceofcertain parameters of the structureis identified in the analysis. 
	Based onsuch real case,the implementationof Vortex Generatorshasbeen evaluated andits effects measured for the correlation of simulation methods that will allow anticipate the behavior during tower design phases. 
	Biography: 
	Javier Alonso is aMScEngineerspecializedinsupport structuresforwindturbineswith more than 15years of experience.His area of expertiseis thedesign and calculation of towers and foundations and has been working in new developments of concepts and technologies to reduce costs and improveperformance. 
	XXLWind TurbineChallenges Arantxa Esparza (Nabrawind Technologies) 
	Abstract: 
	For several years, the wind energy industry trend walks towards the development and installationofbiggerwindturbines;higherhubheights,larger rotors andgreater power,the so called XXL turbines.Associatedwiththese XXLwind-turbines aremany barriers that constrain their development and to which the wind industry should face; expensive, complicated logistics,veryhigh such as Nabrawind and Nabrajoint tryto respond to themain challenges of XXL turbines 
	assemblycost, expensive cost of energy.In this scenario, developments 

	Biography: 
	Arantxa Esparza Zabalza is Project Manager in NABRAWIND TECHNOLOGIES, company dedicated to thedevelopment ofadvanced technologies for wind turbinecomponents.During last year she has been devoted to coordinate the construction of the first Nabralift prototype(160 mheight).Shehas 17years of experiencein thewind industry, as part of Gamesa and Acciona Windpower Engineering Department teams. She works as assistant professor at theWind EnergyMSc in the School of Engineering of thePublic University of Navarrasinc
	BreakingtheicefortheMDAO ship Sebastian SanchezPerez-Moreno(Innogy) 
	Abstract: 
	Established wind farm development companies have had, for historical reasons, siloed geographically-dispersed mono-disciplinarydesign teams.This compartmentalizationisknown to hamper efficient collaboration, system optimisation and design automation. This talk will focus on the technical, organisational and cultural obstacles for introducing automated, collaborative and holistic wind farmdesign, as well as thekey measuresthathelpmitigate those obstacles and support the application of Multidisciplinary Desig
	Biography: 
	Physicist atheart andpassionate computer scientist,SebastianSanchez spent the lastfour years at the Delft University of Technology researching the application of Multidisciplinary DesignAnalysis andOptimization(MDAO) forwindfarmdesign. This researchledtothePhD dissertation “Aguidelinefor selectingMDAO workflows with an application in offshorewind energy”. Since 2015, Sebastian has been an active member of the IEA Wind Task 37 for Systems Engineering, co-leading thedesignof theIEA37 referenceoffshorewindfarm
	Hybrid StorageSystemsin RenewableEnergy Integration: Barasoain casestudy Eugenio Guelbenzu (Acciona Energy) 
	Abstract: 
	Acciona is convincedthatthefuture ofthe energy will bebased onRenewables andStorage, and based on this conviction, in 2010theyincorporated aBES(BatteryEnergyStorage) to a repeated theexperience, but this time theHybrid BES was associated with Wind energy. 
	commercialPV Plant.In 2016 they 

	This double experience, has allowed them to compare and verify the different dynamics between these two variable renewable energy sources and therefore their different Storage requirements. Today, they are presentingtheBarasoainHybridStorageProjectdescribingthe structure, operation modes and implemented functionalities. 
	Biography: 
	Eugenio obtained his Bachelor Engineer in Power Electronics in 1973fromEPPMondragon, in Spain. He also has an Engineering Degree in Control Engineering from “École supérieure d'électricité”, in Paris and a Master in Electric and Electronics at Paul Sabatier Universityin Toulouse. With more than 40 years of experience, he passed 21 years in Technological Research Center holding different positions from Digital ControlSystem Design Engineer to Research Unit Director. Over the last 17 years, he has been workin

	Session IV:Advanced Methods in Wind Energy Systems Engineering -PlantControls(CL-Windcon) 
	Session IV:Advanced Methods in Wind Energy Systems Engineering -PlantControls(CL-Windcon) 
	Session Chair:Jan-WillemvanWingerden(TU-Delft) 
	Windfarmcontrollerdesignandtesting using LongSim Ervin Bossanyi (DNV-GL) 
	Abstract: 
	LongSim isanengineeringtool developedbyDNVGLforwindfarmanalysis,bothsteady-state designed to run rapidly, to allowfast design iterations and longsimulations. Turbinewakesare represented by a range of engineering models of wake deficits and added turbulence. The wakesareembeddedintoarealisticambientflowfieldwhichcanbegeneratedfrom sitedata. 
	and dynamic, aimed at designing and testing ofwind turbine and wind farm controllers.It is 

	This presentation explains howLongSimwas used in the CL-Windconprojecttodesignandtest both wake steering and induction controllers for Sediniwind farm. Theinduction controller wastheninstalledatSedini,andfieldtestresultswillalsobepresented. 
	Biography: 
	Ervin Bossanyihas a physics degree and a PhDin energyeconomics, and has been working on manyaspectsofwindenergyintheacademic,industrialandconsultancysectorssince1978. 
	Maincontributionsincludedevelopment of advanced control conceptsfor commercialwind turbines, includingindividualpitch controland LiDAR, originaldevelopment of thevariableslip generator, detailed simulation modelling including development of the widely-used Bladed code, grid integration of renewables, and turbulence modelling. He is a co-author of the widely-used Wind EnergyHandbook(Wiley, nowin second edition), and is nowsenior principal researcher in renewables at consultants DNV GL, with a current focus o
	Towards closed-loopwindfarmcontrolundertime-varyinginflowconditions BartDoekemeijer(TU-Delft) 
	Abstract: 
	Wakeformationinwindfarms (WFs) leads tonotablelosses intheenergyyieldof downstream turbines. This talkwillgive an introduction to the concept of closed-loopwindfarmcontrol to popular surrogatewind farmmodelFLORIS, which is activelydeveloped byNREL and TU-Delft. 
	address theissueofwakeformation.In this work, a WFcontroller is synthesizedleveraging the 

	The novelcontroller proposed in this talkcontinuously estimates theinflow(supported by a theoretical notion of observability) and maximizes theenergyyield ofthefarm through yaw-based wakesteering.The controller is tested in high-fidelitysimulations of avirtual6-turbine windfarm usingSOWFA.TheWF controllerisstress-tested by subjectingit to strongly-time-varying inflow conditions over 5000 s ofsimulation, in which thewind direction shifts several times over a region of 90degrees.Atime-averaged improvement in 
	Biography: 
	Bart Doekemeijer isa PhD candidate atthe DelftUniversity ofTechnology onthe topic of closed-loopwindfarmcontrol, inthegroupofprof. Jan-Willem van Wingerden.Overthepast 3 years, Barthastaken a lead rolein coordinating and executing the European CL-Windcon project, consisting of the development of the surrogate model FLORIS, devising static and dynamic wind farm controlalgorithms, extendinghigh-fidelitytools forcontrollervalidation, and the controller design for the wake steering experiments at an onshore win
	Overview ofrecentexperimentsin wind farm controlusingscaled modelsin a boundary layerwindtunnel CarloBottasso (TUM) 
	Abstract: 
	The cooperative controlofwind turbines is gaining acceptance as a mean to improve theway windfarmsareoperated. Notwithstandingitsgreatpromise,theproblem remainsextremely challenging due to the uncertain and variable nature of wind and wakes. In an effort to characterize thebehavior ofwind farm control strategiesinamorecontrollable,knownand repeatableenvironment, our group has developed a scaled wind farm that is operated in a largeboundarylayerwind tunnel. Thispresentationwill reviewrecent resultsobtained w
	Biography: 
	Carlo L. Bottasso received a Ph.D.in AerospaceEngineering fromPolitecnicodiMilano in Italy. Dr.Bottasso holdsthe Chair ofWindEnergy atthe TechnicalUniversity ofMunich, Germany, where he directs the Wind Energy Institute, and he currently serves as President of the European AcademyofWind Energy(EAWE).His research interests arein wind energy and rotorcraft technology, with particular reference to modeling and simulation, aeroservoelasticity and control. On these topics he has co-authored over 400 publications
	Full scaletestingof open-loopwindfarmcontrol approaches forreducing wake losses Stefan Kern (GE) 
	Abstract: 
	In thecontext of theH2020project CL-Windcon,fullscaletestsofopen-loopwindfarmcontrol strategies arebeingtested on ENEL Greenpower’s Sedini windplant. Theapproachestested include wake loss mitigation using induction control and wake steering on two separate turbine clusters in the wind farm. In both cases, look-up-tables of optimized operational setpoints as function of localwind conditions havebeen precomputed and deployed at site withatogglingstrategycontinuouslyalternatingbetweenbaselineandoptimizedoperat
	This presentation willprovide an overview of the concept and setup of the tests executed at theSedinisite. The approaches used to estimateinflowwind conditions willbediscussed as well asimportantaspectstoquantify smallperformancedeltasbetween operation modes along with somepreliminary results. 
	Biography: 
	Stefan Kern is a senior aerodynamics engineer at GE Renewable Energy and leading the development and validation ofwind farm controltechnologies to increasewind farmenergy capture.Hehas worked on wind turbine and wind farmaerodynamics for over 10 years.His expertise coversmodeling aspectsfromsimple engineering modelstohighfidelity CFD based approaches, field measurement campaigns using state-of-the-art remote sensing technology and system optimization. Stefan Kern received a PhD in mechanical engineering fro
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	Keynote 
	W2Power:Twin-rotor floating wind platform development PedroM.Mayorga Rubio (EnerOcean) 
	Abstract: 
	Thedevelopment oftheW2Power solution fromits conception in 2009up to thesea testingat PLOCAN willbe presented.The W2Powersolutionjoinsseveralinnovationsinordertomake a cost efficient solution to exploit the wind resource at open sea in any water depth. The development oftheW2Power has comprised a significant effort ofengineering, and beforeits sea testing the concept was tested at 4 laboratories in three countries in eight testing campaigns. The 1:6 scale platform finally design, manufactured, assembled, in
	Biography: 
	EnerOcean S.L. Founder, President and ChiefTechnologyOfficer. Engineer with more than 24 years of experience. He started as manufacturing and maintenanceengineeratGeneralMotorsgroup and as renewableenergy expert in a research center, before creating EnerOcean. 
	Founder of EnerOcean, theoldest Spanish company specialised in marineenergy, Mr.Mayorga has led thedevelopment ofW2Power since2012, includingdesign, tanktesting, control and monitoring solutions and finally coordinating the project that has built the current scale prototype, first floatingplatformin Spanish waters and thefirst multirotor design to achieve this technologicallevel.Associated Professor at Malaga University(MarineEnergy).Member of several associations and committees. 

	Session V:Advanced Methods in Wind Energy Systems Engineering – Design &Optimization 
	Session V:Advanced Methods in Wind Energy Systems Engineering – Design &Optimization 
	Session Chairs: Frederick Zahle, Michael McWilliam(DTUWindEnergy) 
	Advanced MDAO forwind powerplantdesign Katherine Dykes(DTUWindEnergy) 
	Abstract: 
	Windpowerplantoptimizationhasevolvedsignificantlyoverthelastdecade.Thistalkreviews thehistoric developments in systems engineering for wind power plants and also highlights somekey current trends and futuredirections. Thepresentation is based on a recent wind turbine and power plant optimization chapter for a wind energysimulation book series that willbepublishedinthefallof2019. 
	Biography: 
	Dr. Katherine Dykesisthe Head ofSectionforLoadsandControlsatDTUWindEnergy where the team researches wind turbine and power plant aeroelasticity, controls and optimization forbothland-based and offshoreapplications.Prior to this, shespent 8years at NREL with a focus onmulti-disciplinarydesign, analysis and optimization applied to wind turbinesystems leading ateam engaged with studies rangingfrom individual component optimizationstofull windplant scaleoptimizationsoflayout and controlsstrategy. Katherine hasa
	-

	High-fidelity wind turbine blade design enabled by adjointtechniques Frederick Zahle (DTUWindEnergy) 
	Abstract: 
	Designofwindturbine rotorsis commonly basedon aerodynamicsmodelledwiththe blade elementmomentum(BEM) method,whichiscomputationally very efficientand accurate. Whilethesemethodswork very wellforconventionalbladedesigns, noveldesign features near the root and tip of the blade, or other types of rotor concepts require improved modellingfidelity.Additionally,tocarryoutatrulyfree-formdesignof awindturbinebladein whichbothplanform and cross-sectional shape are designed simultaneously, somekind of flow solver is n
	In this talk we explore the perspectives of applying high-fidelity 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to design theblade aerodynamically, which is enabled by the application of adjoint techniques that efficiently can handle hundreds ofdesign variables.Wepresent an large scale optimisation of a10MW rotorbased ontheIEAWindTask37 aerodynamic rotor design casestudy, and discuss futureworkneeded to makethis approach industriallyrelevant. 
	Biography: 
	FrederikZahle completed his masters in aeronauticalengineering at Imperial College, London in2003, and earned a Ph.D.jointly from Imperial College andRisø DTUinthe fieldof computationalfluid dynamics(CFD) of wind turbines, whichhecompletedin2007. He is currently holding a position as a senior scientist intheAerodynamic Design Section (AER) at theDepartment of Wind Energy, Risø Campus, DTU.His currentresearch activities arewithin aerodynamics of airfoils and rotors, computational fluid dynamics, and multi-di
	Large-ScaleGradient-Based Optimization forWind Energy Systems Andrew Ning(BYU) 
	Abstract: 
	This talk willhighlight a rangeofwind farm and wind turbine projects in our research lab.By leveraging numerically exact gradientswe explore larger-scalewind farm and wind turbine optimization problems. We are also developing techniques to optimize more effectively, improve aerodynamic fidelity, and capture tradeoffs in uncertainty. 
	Biography: 
	Andrew Ning is an assistant professor at Brigham Young University specializing in aerodynamics and optimization. Prior to joining BYUheworked on thewind energy systems engineering project at NREL. He earned his PhD in 2011 from Stanford University in AeronauticsandAstronautics. 
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	Session VI:Advanced Applications in OffshoreWind Energy Systems Engineering 
	Session Chair:MarioGarcia-Sanz(US DOE ARPA-E) 
	Control Co-Design ofFloating OffshoreWind Turbines:theARPA-E ATLANTIS Program MarioGarcia-Sanz(US DOE ARPA-E) 
	Abstract: 
	Startingin January2018, theAdvanced Research Projects Agency – Energy(ARPA-E), U.S. DepartmentofEnergy,beganchallenging the research andindustrial communitiesto develop newand disruptive ControlCo-Design(CCD)solutions for a largevarietyof applications.The newARPA-E ATLANTIS programencourages the application of CCDmethodologies to Floating Offshore WindTurbines(FOWTs),integrating allrelevantengineering disciplinesatthe startof thedesign process, withfeedback control anddynamicinteractionprinciplesastheprimar
	Startingin January2018, theAdvanced Research Projects Agency – Energy(ARPA-E), U.S. DepartmentofEnergy,beganchallenging the research andindustrial communitiesto develop newand disruptive ControlCo-Design(CCD)solutions for a largevarietyof applications.The newARPA-E ATLANTIS programencourages the application of CCDmethodologies to Floating Offshore WindTurbines(FOWTs),integrating allrelevantengineering disciplinesatthe startof thedesign process, withfeedback control anddynamicinteractionprinciplesastheprimar
	-

	massand thepowergenerationefficiency of theFOWT,andguidestheresearch across the resulting LCOE isolines. 

	Biography: 
	Prof. Mario Garcia-Sanz currently serves as Program Director at the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy(ARPA-E), U.S.Department of Energy, whereheleads theATLANTIS Program on Floating Offshore Wind Turbines and the NODES Program on Grid Control Technologies among other initiatives.Garcia-Sanz is also Professor at CaseWestern Reserve University.Previously,he wasProfessoratthePublicUniversityofNavarra,ResearchScientist at CEIT, Professor at TECNUN,VisitingProfessoratUMIST,OxfordUniversity,NASA-JPL and th
	companies, electrical utilities, corporations and space agencies.He holds over 20 patents, has 

	SiL scaled hybrid testingin thedesign offloatingwind turbines José Azcona Armendáriz (CENER) 
	Abstract: 
	During the designprocessof a floating windturbine,the concepthasto be validatedthrough scaled wave tankexperiments that accurately represent thesystemdynamics, includingwind and waveloading. This requires solving the scaling conflict between the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic forces. Software-in-the-Loop method (SiL) was developed as a hybrid testing method to sort out this conflict. The SiL method consists of a ducted fan that replaces the rotor and introduces a forcerepresenting theaerodynamic thrust.Asimul
	The SiL hybrid testing method has shown to be an efficient, reliable and cost saving technology. Further developments of themethod arebeing carried out to include the coupled rotor moments and to better characterizethebandwithresponseoftheactuator. 
	Biography: 
	(PhD, MEng) Headof theOffshorebusiness unit. Hegraduatedin IndustrialEngineeringat the UniversidadPúblicade Navarra and obtainedhis PhDin NavalEngineering atthe Universidad Politécnicade Madridwith the Extraordinary Doctorate Award.Hasmore than 15 yearsof research experiencein thefield ofRenewable Energies.Since 2004 he has been working at CENER.Hehas experiencein rotor design and loads calculation for wind turbines.Hehas taken part at theIEA annexes 23and 30on validation ofintegrated simulationcodesandheha
	several tasks in European research projects (INNWIND.EU, IRPWind).He has developed the 

	ELISA Technology:from numericalmodelling to offshoreinstallation Joaquín Urbano (ESTEYCO) 
	Abstract: 
	Numerical modelling is, in general, an effective, cost-saving tool in almost any field of engineering.When referring tofloating structures, motions andloads are assessedby means of numerical models, yielding precise enough results to ensure the expected behavior when carrying out the real operation. ELISA technology has been widely numerically analyzed, contrasted and calibrated against several tank testing campaigns and finally successfully transported and installed, showing that numerical calculations wer
	Biography: 
	Joaquín Urbano is a Senior Naval Architect specialized in the design of fixed and floating offshore structures and holds a MEng in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering from Universidad Politécnicade Madrid(Spain). Overthelastyears,hehasbeen working for ESTEYCOSAwhere has been involved in severaloffshorewind design projects at verydifferent stages of maturity, from the very beginning concept development to the on-site construction been part of different renowned projects such as Kincardine Wind Farm, in
	and installation, going through the concept design, FEED and detailed design phases.He has 

	Engineering Judgment and SystemsEngineering Perspectivefrom Sandia´s Floating Offshore VAWT Project Brandon Ennis(Sandia NationalLaboratories) 
	Abstract: 
	Sandia National Laboratories has recently completed a multi-year project to analyze the systemlevelized cost of energy (LCOE) for a vertical-axis wind turbine(VAWT)designed to access the vast wind energy resource at deep-water sites. At the large scales that will be common for offshore turbines, VAWTs haveimproved efficiencies over HAWTs. Inaddition, a significant portion of the LCOE for a deep-wateroffshorewindplantcomesfrom theplatform costs. Due to thelower drivetrain placement and center of gravity,VAWT
	Biography: 
	Dr. BrandonEnnisjoinedthe WindEnergy Technologies Department atSandia National Laboratories in 2014. He wasthe aero-hydro-elasticleadfortheoffshorevertical-axis wind turbineproject and was responsiblefor the structuraldesign and aeroelastic loads analysis for the National Rotor Testbed project in which blades were designed and manufactured for testing at Sandia’s experimental windplantfacility. Brandoncurrentlyleadsthecomposite materials/structural optimization research atSandia andhas supportedprojectsfocu
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	Session VII:Standards and Data for Wind Energy Systems Engineering 
	Session Chair:Katherine Dykes(DTUWindEnergy) 
	Task 37 guidelines forintegratedwindenergysystemmodeling PietroBortolotti (NREL) 
	Abstract: 
	This work reviews the state-of-the-art in the development of software frameworks for integrated wind turbine and plant design, analysis, and optimization, and proposes a classification systemfor theframeworks along dimensions ofmodelfidelity and scope.Within each major windturbine andpowerplantsubsystem, a matrixisdevelopedforthe disciplines used and the fidelity levels with which each discipline can be modeled. The existing frameworks arethenclassified according tothematrix. Next, anontologyis proposedthat
	1) share system descriptions and analysis results or supporting more transparent benchmarking and comparison, and 2)integratemodels together into workflows within and across organizations for improving theefficiency andperformance of windturbine andpower plant design processes -ultimatelyleadingto better overall wind energysystemdesigns with high performance and low costs. 
	Biography: 
	Dr. Bortolottiisa researchengineer atthe NationalWindTechnologyCenter (NWTC)ofthe NationalRenewableEnergyLaboratory(NREL)inBoulder,Colorado.Dr.Bortolottiobtainedhis PhD atthe TechnicalUniversity ofMunichunderthe supervisionofProf. Dr.CarloL. Bottasso. Hisresearch areaissystems engineering forwind energy,with afocusonwindturbine rotor design. Dr. Bortolotti is part of the core development team of the systems engineering framework WISDEM. 
	Publishing FAIR data Pawel Gancarski (CENER) 
	Abstract: 
	FindableAccessibleInteroperableandReusable(FAIR)data is a set ofguidelines crucialfor facilitatingcollaborativeresearch. Followingthoseguidelines, is thebest wayforimplementing of source data conversion tool and naming conventions dictionaryis beingdeveloped. 
	theOpen Science and Open Data policies.It is also a necessary step in theadvancement 
	digitalscience, infrastructures and data economy.To address thechallengeofFAIRdata, open 

	Withwindenergysufferingfrombothlacksof standards for emerging technologies, as wellas incompatible or overlapping standards where multipledisciplines overlap, the challengefor the tools is not to promote any specific approach, but rather to offer support in the current, chaotic context and providing a structured environment where standards can naturally emerge. 
	Theneed for improvements in thequalityof data standardization and documentation is well understood.Both industryand research communityseems to beawareofthe data bottleneck when it comes to extracting value from existing databases and the implementation of the latestdata-related technologies such as Big Data, machinelearning or IoT.Becauseof that, data qualitybecomes an important part ofmost ofthenewlydefined projects.Unfortunately, 
	Theneed for improvements in thequalityof data standardization and documentation is well understood.Both industryand research communityseems to beawareofthe data bottleneck when it comes to extracting value from existing databases and the implementation of the latestdata-related technologies such as Big Data, machinelearning or IoT.Becauseof that, data qualitybecomes an important part ofmost ofthenewlydefined projects.Unfortunately, 
	as it cannotbeconsidered a “scientific research topic”, nor a commercialproject, thereareno projects solelyfocused on this aspect, largeenough to facilitate communitywide solution for preventingfragmentation. 

	Even though thelong termimpact ofusing unified data conversion tools is clear, thetools are not used iftheyimplyadditionalworkin short term.This is a result of data processingbeing performed on a project basis –withtightdeadlinesandbudgets,andnoresourcesreserved for research on data management aspects. 
	To address that, when introducing changes to the users workflow on data processing, thefull data life-cycleneeds to beanalyzed and modified.Integrating thedata conversion steps with data processing, analysis, archiving, documentation and publishing, ensures that timeefficient workwillonlybeachievablethroughserioustreatmentofstandards. 
	Engagement ofthewhole communityis ofkeyimportance, to prevent further fragmentation respect parallel initiatives by building bridges between them, and merging them where possible. 
	ofefforts.To do that, thecommunityneeds moreawareness of different efforts, and needs to 

	Biography: 
	Dr. Pawel Gancarski,has a PhD in Computer Science fromTrinity College, Dublin. Hejoined CENER in 2011 as an experienced researcher with theWAUDIT Marie Curiefellowship.Hewas involved in the model Verification and Validation, throughout the projects IEA Task 31 Wakebench,NEWA,EERA-DTOC,EERA-Avatar,EERA-IRPWind andOWAbench. He wasaWP Leaderin theIRPWind project, dealingwith benchmarkingof design codes foroffshorewind turbines.Hewas also thelead developer of Windmesh, a meshing tool for CFDmodels for wind reso
	Cybersecurityandwindenergy Elyoenai Egozcue (S21sec) 
	Abstract: 
	Key elements in which cyber security standards impact the design and operation of wind turbines and wind farms. Standards such as IEC62443 and NERCCIPimposes a number of cyber security requirements at a component level and to wind farm architectures and operational procedures. During the talk, some of the key requirements to consider when designing key components such as controllers and local SCADA systems will be detailed. Likewise, two of the most relevant operational use-cases affected by cyber security 
	Biography: 
	Mr. Elyoenai Egozcue received his M.Sc. in Telecommunications Engineer from the UPNA UniversityofPamplona,Spainundertakinghis MasterThesisattheVUB UniversityofBrussels, Belgium. He started his professional career as a cyber security researcher at S21sec Labs, dealingwith open-sourcecyber intelligence, RFIDsecurity, Networksecurity and biometrics. He is currently the head of cyber security services for industrial automation and control systems atS21secand leads relevant projects in this field in sectors such
	New wind powerplantcontrolin theframeworkofexisting certification schemes NikolaiHille(DNV-GL) 
	Abstract: 
	Pressure onthe economicsofwindpowerplantsisincreasing.One way ofimproving the performance is the implementation of new control strategies to individual turbines and increasingly alsotothe whole windfarm consideringit as a singlepowerplant.WithintheEU funded researchproject CL-Windcon these new control strategiesfor the windpowerplant havebeen developed and demonstrated in simulation and onsitemeasurements. 
	Certification is an importantindependentqualityassuranceforlargescaleprojects likeawind power plant.Basically, theeconomics of such projects is not theprimaryfocus for certification. Structuralintegrityof theindividualwind turbineas wellas thedynamicinteraction ofallwind turbines within a wind farm and its connection to theelectricalgrid play themost important roles. The new outstanding features of theCL-Windconcontrolstrategiesarethatmechanical loadsaswell astheenergyoutputcanbemitigated from one turbine t
	Certification of such novel control strategies is a challenge, as the assessment of the new design can only relate to existing standards. When these standards were written they can beinterpreted and applied for the new designs to aimfor an adequate assessment.For more complexdesignslikethe control strategiesproposedwiththeCL-Windconplant control this can be difficult. 
	considered thepresent state-of-the-art.In thebest casetheoriginal purposeofthe standards 

	Within the present project it was investigated up to which extend the proposed control strategies require an amendment of existing design requirements for Type and Project Certification to respond to additionalrisks ofthenewdesign.Thenewrequirements shallbein good balanceto theexpected additionalrisks ofthe proposed technology with theintention to support the step fromresearch levelwithin CL-Windcontothelaunchofcommercialprojects. 
	Thepresentation willgivea short introduction to certification in the lightofplantcontrol.Then it will be evaluatedto which extent amendmentsforthe control system are necessary which will reflect the more complex control algorithms, additional sensors and optimisation algorithms. 
	Themore complex plant controlwillinturnimplyincreased effortswithinthecalculationof design loads because the new control strategies will lead to operation of the turbines in conditions which are not assumed in conventional control, e.g. thepermanent operation at challengeas long as they are not sufficiently validated.Thepresentation willhighlight themost important impacts on the calculation of design loads. 
	increasedyawerror.At the sametime the application of newwind farmsimulation tools is a 

	Individual national requirements ongrid code compliance need tobe consideredbefore the erection ofa new windpowerplant.The integration of additionalpowerto a gridtendstobe difficult because grids nowadays are often operated close to their limits for capacity. The presentation aims to identify amendments to existing standards for design and test to ensurea required grid code compliance. 
	Biography: 
	NikolaiHillehasadegreein mechanical engineering(Dipl.Ing.)from BraunschweigTechnical University.HejoinedGermanischerLloyd(nowadaysDNVGL)in2001.Sincethenheworkedin the context of wind energy certification with different responsibilities as project engineer and project manager.Holding the position of a Senior Engineerforloadshe took anactive partin thedevelopment of a number of wind energyloads Standards and Recommended Practices. Being expertfor LIDAR assisted controlin certificationhe participatesinthe rese

	Visits 
	Visits 
	Barasoain ExperimentalArea(hybridwindstorage plant) 
	Located at Barásoain(Navarra, Spain), this experimental windfarm, ownedbyACCIONA and set up in 2013, consists of five3-MWwindturbinesofdifferentheights,towertypesandrotor new ones with a viewto the continuous improvement ofthe turbinemodels that arelaunched inthemarket. Itsexperimental naturedoesnotpreventitfromsendingaconsiderableamount consumption of 12,000 homes. 
	diameters.It is used for theongoingtestingofwind turbine components and thetestingof 
	ofenergy to thegrid.It produces an average 34 GWh per year, equivalenttothe electricity 

	CECOER(Renewables EnergyControl Center) 
	TheCECOERis thebiggest controlcenter for renewablefacilities in theworld.Fromits location inSarriguren,ontheoutskirtsofPamplona inSpain,thecentermanagesall thecompany’s electricity generationplantsworldwide. This installation carries out real-timemonitoring of the operation of renewableenergyplants managed by theACCIONAGroup with more than 14,000 MWintotal.The CECOER ismannedby a skilledteamof 80 people anditoperates 24 hours a day, 365days a year. 
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	Tutorials 
	Tutorials 
	BLADEOASIS/BASFF Ainara Irisarri(CENER), Iñaki Nuin (CENER) 
	Abstract: 
	(BladeOptimalAero-StructuralIntegrated Solutions) is an in-houseCENER toolto help in the design of rotor blades. It integrates both aerodynamic and structural modules, that cross-linkedbyanoptimizationalgorithmfromDakota(publicdomainsoftwaredevelopedbySandia National Laboratories), achieve blade designs complying as much as possible with the optimization function defined by the user. 
	provides information related to theperformanceofwind turbine such us power curve, AEP (Annual Energy Production), TSR (Tip Speed Ratio), CP (Power Coefficient) and CT (Thrust Coefficient). 
	The aerodynamic moduleis based on BEM(BladeElement Momentum)approach.It mainly 

	The structuralmoduleapplies thefundamentals ofCLT (ClassicalLamination Theory)approach, EBT (Euler –BernoulliBeamTheory)approachandTMBT(Thin-walledMulti-cellBeamTheory) approach. This module provides information of the blade deflection, strength and fatigue reservefactors according to thebladegeometry, internal structure, lay-up and loads. 
	The workshop session dedicated to BladeOASIS/Bassf tutorial will go through the general overviewofthetool, and willshowtwo practicalapplication cases.Thefirst casewillbean aeroelastic optimization case, while the second case will show how to move from the parametric structuraldesign obtained with BladeOASIS to thedetailed structuraldesign. 
	Biography: Ainara Irisarri isaMechanical Engineerwith experienceon load calculationforcertification under IEC and GL standards.SinceOctober 2008sheworks on bladedesign projects involving rotor optimization tools and blade concept analyses codes in theaerodynamics area withinthe Wind Turbine Analysis and Design Service, belonging to the Wind Energy Department of CENER. She has participated on FP7 projects like INNWIND and AVATAR relating multi-megawat offshorewind turbines.Ainaraalsocollaborated on FP7 proje
	Iñaki Nuin isaMechanical Engineerwith experience inthedesignof compositeand metallic components.Specialized on rotor blades design and adhesives. Researcher on new analysis tools and new design methods for components optimization and reliability improvement. During seven yearshe was Consultancy Engineer for MSC Software focused onthe automotive Industry at Analysis andSimulation,S.L.SinceFebruary2006heis workingin theMechanical and StructuralAreawithintheWind TurbineAnalysisandDesignService,belonging tothe 
	WISDEM& FLORIS GarretBarter,Pietro Bortolotti,ChristopherBay(NREL) 
	Abstract: 
	This session willpresent two NREL softwaremodels: 1)WISDEM, thewind systems engineering software, and 2) FLORIS, thewind plant wake and controlmodeling software. WISDEM,built on NASA's OpenMDAO software, integrates a full set ofwind turbine and plant models for holistic system analysis. It includes modules turbine aerodynamics, component structural analysis, component costs, plant balance-of-station costs, plant operations and maintenance costs, financial models, wind plant layouts, and wind turbine aeroela
	https://github.com/WISDEM/WISDEM
	. The 
	FLORIS presentation willbean overviewof capabilities and codearchitecture, but no hands-on 

	Biography: Garrett Barter has a background in aerospace, systems engineering, and computational methods, receiving his degrees through PhD from MIT. From there, Dr. Barter worked at SandiaNationalLaboratories for 6years conductingsystems engineeringand analysis studies that supported theDepartment of EnergyVehicleTechnologies office and theDepartment of Homeland Security. After a 3-year stint in the private aerospace and defense sector, he returned to the national laboratories, this time at the National Ren
	Dr. Pietro Bortolotti isaresearchengineerattheNational WindTechnologyCenter(NWTC)of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Boulder, Colorado. Dr. Bortolotti 
	obtained his PhD at theTechnicalUniversity ofMunich under the supervision ofProf.Dr. Carlo 

	L. Bottasso.His research area issystems engineering for wind energy,with a focus onwind turbine rotor design. Dr. Bortolotti is part of the core development team of the systems engineering framework WISDEM. 
	ChristopherBay isaresearchengineerattheNationalWindTechnologyCenter(NWTC)within the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL). Christopher’s background includes controls, building energy systems, and wind farm control. His studies focused in Mechanical Engineering, receiving his B.S. and M.S.from theUniversity of Colorado Boulder, followed by his PhD at Texas A&MUniversity. Christopher is currentlyfocusing on distributed wind farm controls, integration of wind control systems with the grid, and co-design of wind
	HAWTOpt2/Topfarm Katherine Dykes(DTUWindEnergy) 
	Abstract: 
	Overthe last 10 years,DTU WindEnergy hasbeendeveloping MDAO toolsforboth turbine and plant design optimization. This session will provide an overview of DTU Wind Energy systemdesign and optimization capabilities with someexamples of thelatest developments for research and commercial applications. 
	Biography: 
	Dr.Katherine Dykesisthe HeadofSectionfor LoadsandControlsatDTUWindEnergy where the team researches wind turbine and power plant aeroelasticity, controls and optimization forbothland-based and offshoreapplications.Prior to this, shespent 8years at NREL with a focus onmulti-disciplinarydesign, analysis and optimization applied to wind turbine systems leading ateam engaged with studies rangingfrom individual component optimizationstofull windplant scaleoptimizationsoflayout and controlsstrategy. Katherinehasa 
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	Cp-Max Luca Sartori (POLIMI) 
	Abstract: 
	Thedevelopment of next-generationwindturbinesis a true multi-disciplinary challengewhich mustbeaddressedwithsuitabledesign algorithms (MDO). 
	In this tutorial, wepresent thedesignframeworkCp-Max,asuiteforthesystem designofwind turbines developed by Politecnico di Milano and TUM. We’ll dig into the multi-level architecture of the code to understand how the complex multi-disciplinary design task is performed by a cluster ofinterfaced optimization loops.We’ll then discuss the philosophy behind such an approach and how conflicting requirements about optimization scope, modellingfidelity and numberofdesignvariablesaremanagedbytheprogram. To complete t
	Biography: 
	Luca Sartori is an aeronautical engineer from Politecnico di Milano (Polimi) with research interests innumerical optimization, lightweightrotorsandinnovativeconcepts inwindenergy applications.In2013he completed his Thesis at ECN(nowpart ofTNO), wherehedeveloped a free-formalgorithmfor thedesign ofWT rotors. AfterhisgraduationLucastarted aPhDin windenergy:hisresearchprojectdevelopedmainlyaroundthetopicofsystem-design ofwind of next-generation very large rotors. This year he defended his doctoral thesis and n
	turbines.In this context, his effort was to implement newmethodologies to support thedesign 
	continuing as a post-doc.At present, Luca is investigatingtheimpact ofWF controllers on the 








